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ABSTRACT
This practicum examines how current planning theory and practice either help or hinder
development in 'downtown edge' areas. These pre-W.W.11, mainly residential districts,
on the edge of old, traditionai downtown cores. have often suMved mostly intact but in a
state of decay. This practicum explores how these areas may be revitalized. These areas
offer an alternative to urban sprawl and failure to see them emerge may very well
precipitate more sprawl and ever declining inner cities, to the detnment of d l .
This practicum focused on discoverins what currently exists in the study area. what other
municipalities have done with similar settings, and then synthesized the information to
form an 'Action Plan'. It was coccluded that the City will need to follow four strategies.
First? it will need to create a 'development catalyst' to overcome the area's current
stagnation. Second. the City needs to 'reconstruct the urban fabric' dong the lines of
New Urbanism. Third. a 'comrnunity node' that includes a "community hall" must be
created in order to facilitate and o q M z e cornmunity action. And last. the area must
adopt a new regdatory framework that encompasses a small-scale incremental approach
to development.
The basic premise of this practicum is that downtown edge areas need, even more than
other areas of the city. to be unburdened from the regulations and policies of Modemism.
Instead, these downtown edge areas need the flexibility to build and intensify in the way
they were originally intended. If not, they will stagnate and deteriorate because many
current policies and regulations, influenced by Modeniism, give iittie alternative.
The St. Paul Street area in the City of Kelowna, British Columbia, has been chosen to
demonstrate how planning theory and practice is still iduenced by the tenets of the
Modemism movement. This practicum offers an Action Plan for the St. Paul Street area
that is based on theoretical guidance fiorn the New Urbanism movement.
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CHAPTER #1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Suburban sprawl and deciining city centres have prompted the planning profession to
emphasize the development of more compact and efficient 'town centres'. These 'town
centres' include the o!d, pre-W.W.11, downtown cores and new suburban 'town centres'.
First and foremost though, the main focus for many municipalities is on the strengthening
of the old downtown core "'because they are ofien regarded as the most visible sisn of
the health of a city and (therefore) receive a great deal of care and feeding" (Kelbaugh.
1997, 175). In planning for new development in and around the old, pre-W.W.11,

downtown core, where will this new developrnent be located in an already urbanized
environment? Many cities have already answered the question WHERE? They have
answered by planning for an increase in density through infiIl, redevelopment and
intensification of the existing urban area. This is especidy so on the 'edge' of the old
central business district where "it is only a matter of time before the inner ring will enjoy
a renaissance. Indeed many urban neighbourhoods, uich as Beacon Hill in Boston and
Georgetown on Washington, D.C.are among the most prestigious in their metropolitan
areas" (Kelbaugh, 1997, 176). Today, the question is HOW to achieve this urban infiIl,
redevelopment and intensification in 'downtown edge'
infiastructure, Street pattern and comrnunity already exist?

areas where the basic

Study Subject

What are 'downtown edge' areas thougb and what is the current planning problem
warranting attention? Histoncally, most North Arnerican cities have typically comprised
a centrai business district surrounded by singe purpose districts ofien contained within a
gridiron street pattern. This North h e r i c a n city building pattern was common before
W.W.11. These single purpose districts included warehousing, industrial and residential

uses. Many of the industrial and warehousing areas have become obsolete? leaving vast
tracts of open and easily redeveloped land sometirnes referred to as 'brownfields'. The
old residential areas however, have unique circumstances meriting special considerations
of their O wn.

These residential areas surrounding traditionai pre-W.W.11 central business districts in
most North Amencan cities, are not al1 alike. With respect to socio-economic class
distinction working-class people usually occupied separate neighbourhoods from the
rniddle and upper-class residents. Upper-incorne neighbourhoods in many cities have
managed to retain their status and resisted large-scale increases in density and
accommodation of new growth. Today's zoning bylaws are in many ways a result of
"demands by affluent property owners...for protective zoning regulations" (Hodge,
1991, 370). Considering this it has often been the old workùig-class neighbourhoods
where new growth has been planned to accommodate land developrnent needs. While
these areas may be the best place for new development and increased densities, they

present many challenges in uncertain market contexts. In Iight of these challenges. these
areas have oflen remained neglected while suburban sprawl continues on. The planning
problem therefore, is how to revitalize, infill, redevelop and intensie these areas so that
people desire to live there.

In the City of Kelowna. British Columbia an old, pre-W.W.11, working-class residential
neighbourhood, adjacent to the central business district, currently exists in a state of
transition. This neighbourhood of five city blocks (approximately 12 hectares), labeled

as the St. Paul Street area for purposes of this practicum, has been designated in the CIof Kelowna Of/icia( Ckrnzmity P h as a place for future medium-density commercial

and residential development.

The City's task involves overcorning the hurdles of

introducing new uses. higher densities and a rnix of residents on the 'edge' of the
downtown core.

Research Rationale

1.3.1 Planning Research Contert

From the perspective of the conventional development model, the obsolete imer city
industrial and warehousing areas are easy redevelopment sites.

While remediation

measures may be costly, these 'browntields' offer a 'tabula rasa7;there are few concerns
over such matters as existing residents and parce1 consolidation. However, where pre-

W.W. II,

working-class neighbourhoods adjacent to the CBD are eyed for

redevelopment, the use of the conventional development model poses problems.

With the conventionai development model, large development companies rather than
individuals are expected to redevelop these old, residential districts. First, a developer
needs to consolidate land for an econornically viable, conventional medium-density or
greater, development. Consolidation of land parcels in these pre-W.W.11 areas can be
problematic because most lots are small, requiring protracted negotiating, time and
financing arrangements. Secondly, as a developer consolidates properties. uncertainty
and instability within the afEected area usually anses. Some people rnay begin to move
out. It rnay becorne unstable. crime rnay rise and property values rnay decrease. While
lower property values rnay benefit the purchasing developer this c m also have a negative
effect for the developer as well. The area becomes not only undesirable for existing
residents, but it rnay also become an area that is perceived as undesirable for future
residents as well. Ofien, the net effect is a 'staiemate' with both an undesirable are* and
developers that have not been able to consolidate enough property to build a more
desirable area.

In cases where developers have been able to consolidate enough

property, they rnay nevertheles experience dficulty pre-selling enough units to make
their project viable. These tentative projects rnay also have the negative effect for
displaced residents, of being 'luxury' units(in order for the developer to make a
reasonable profit). This 'luxury' market excludes the original low-income residents who
may depend on the close proxirnity to essential amenities and opportunities offered by

such neighbourhoods. In the end, the municipaiity may be asked to inject considerable
fùnds imo these areas in order to enhance their appeal to prospective future residents
needed to make the redevelopment work.

Consequently, the conventional development model dc es not facilitate the development
of higher densities in traditionai, pre-W. W.11 urban areas containing small lots, grid
Street patterns, mixed uses and many land owners.

However, the current planning

approach often allows nothing but conventional development.

The result is that

development is stifled or hindered in these areas.

If the current development mode1 does not work well for these 'downtown edge' areas.
perhaps a review of the development model is warranted. This practicum strives to
answer some of the following planning questions regarding these inner city areas facing
higher density development in the future:

If the cotzvetttional developmrnf mode( docs noi work wrll UI fhest!ryprs of
amas, do fhese inner civ areas a4acetzt to the CBD, w a r m t a ne»#
rrdevelopment maiel?

Does ot4r current piannittg approach match the special cirçumstances rhal exist

in these areas?

lf the current deveiopment cornm~nitycamzor adecyuateely redeveiop these areas,
IS zt

time to look to orhers who will redevelop these neighbcmrhoodr (incliruing

the existing residents? the municipaIity? others?)

Investigating such questions could bring new knowledge or a better understanding of the
existing situation, which seems to fâvour a continuation of urban sprawl and imer city
decay, as new development avoids, or is hindered in, areas designated for density
increases. So long as the conventional development mode1 remains as the vehicle for
effecting change, it is almost certain that 'downtown edge' areas will continue to
deteriorate and niburban sprawl will continue to devour more land.

1.3.2 Client Research Context

In regard to the St. Paul Street area, preliminary work already done by the City of
Kelowna, has outhed goals and objectives. These goals and objectives were created
through a broad participatory process involving the general public, City of Kelowna staff

and various interest groups concemed with fbture development.

These goals and

objectives are found within various plans adopted by Kelowna City Council. The plans
include the City of KeIowna Omcial Communify P h (1995). the Kelowna Centre Plan
(1992), the North End Neighbourhood Strricfure PZmz (1994). the Social Plan (1996)

and ancillary but relevant policy instruments including A Heritage Mmagernent P l m for

Kelowna (1995) and the Kelawna Zoning Byfaw. The City of Kelowna is now at a point

in the planning process where it must decide on actions to W the goal of increasing

density in the study area and other similar areas.

The intent of this practicum is to create an 'Action Plan' for the City of Krlowna,
outlining actions needed to encourage medium-density urban infïll, redevelopment and
intensification, in the St. Paul Street are% that is in harmony with the goals and
objectives aated within existing plans. It is also to be used by the City of Kelowna as a
mode1 for o:iher areas of the city that have similar circumstances. In this respect, the St.

Paul Street area is aiso a demonstration modei for other municipaiities that have similar
settings, circumstances and issues to ded with regarding existing, pre-W.W.11,
'downtown edge' areas.

The 'Action Plan' attempts to respect the responses to the following questions:

Whal are the nrrretzt Strengths, Weaknrsses. Opportzcnities ami Threuts

(S. W.O. T.) that muy inflire~zcethe develupmer~tof rnedium-cietzsity developmer~r
in the smt& m a ?

Whal actions, in ligh of the goais and objectives, in light of the lirrraltcrr

review of theory, precedems mdpriticiples, and in fight of the S. W.O.T.

ana&sis,

may be in order to achieve mediumdensity developrnent in the study

area?

What policies and regulatiom, ifrmy. will need IO be changed in orczèr to
achieve medium-density developmenl in the s t d y area?

What resorrrces or ~pecialinitiatives will be neededfrom rhe City of Kelawno hi

order to encourage medium-denrity developme~ztin the stu& areu?

By addressing the responses to these questions, the 'Action Plan' may serve an important
purpose for the City of Kelowna. It shodd literally 'action' the previously identified
'goals and objectives'. Once the 'Action Plan' is underway, 'monitoring and evaluation'
wiU be needed to complete the planning process.

Without the 'Action Plan', needed initiatives, policies and regdations may not occur;
thus, goals and objectives stated within the Ofncial Cornmunity Plan (OCP)will not
materialize. Throughout the City, OCP goals and objectives are inter-related and fdure
to fiim the goals and objectives in this inner city area will subsequently negatively affect
other areas. Most perilous is the fact that when the inner "city loses more than 20
percent of its population, when its mhority population rises above 30 percent, and when
the average income of (inner) city residents f d s below 70 percent of the average income

of subuhanites, a city can no longer reverse those trends" (Moe and Wilkie, 1997, 101).

Study Process

The methodology for undertaking this practicum was an amalgamation of a case study
and a combination of various techniques. The study area set the context, allowing for
research to be based on the needs and requirements associated with the specific site. The
study area dso ailowed for the use of precedents, sirnilar to the study area, as teaching
tools.

The study area was examine& in Chapter #2, through various means. Site information
such as figure-gound configurations and urban design considerations, were gathered
through observation. Traffic and pedestrian characteristics were gathered through a
personally conducted, informa! t r a c count. Existing and future land uses. historical
information, ownership patterns, development potential and corresponding information.
were aii gathered through primary and secondary research. The second half of Chapter

#2 also outlines existing planning documents and their goals and objectives as relevant to

the study area.

Chapter #3 delves into a targeted literature review that is concemed with New Urbanism
theoiy and precedents, urban design, and economic and social considerations, al1

pertaining to 'downtown edge' areas. The literature was subjectively chosen based on
its relevance to the abject at hand, based on how recently it was published, and based on
its 'recommendations' or quoted content by other authors. 'Principles' that emerged

from this literam are found in Chapter #3. The 'intensification precedents' in the
second section of Chapter 83 were chosen based on their similarities to the St. Paul
Street area and the lessons that could be garnered fiom them. A Canadian content was
sought though one precedent was an Amencan example because of its strong historical
and current context similarities plus some strong urban design lessons.

While a site analysis was conducted in Chapter #2, and Chapter #3 explores relevant
theory and precedents, Chapter #4 was an analysis of the study area's potential. This
was conducted through a synthesis of findings in Chapter #2 combined with theory and
precedents from Chapter #3 as well as subsequent information contained within the
Appendices. Appendix X I and #2 are t r a c count tabulations and land ownership
information, respectively.

Chapter #5, the Action Plan, is an expansion of Chapter #4 and a set of
recornmendations in Iight of what emerged from Chapter #4. In researching 'Action
Plan' requirements some asnimptions and limitations have had to be taken into
consideration, though some of these assumptions have been questioned within this
practicum. Assurnptions relevant to the St. Paul Street area and stated in planning
documents adopted by Ciîy Council include:

City wide population growth will continue at 3 .O to 3 -5% per year

+ downtown core commercial development, sewing the whole city, will expand
dong St. Paul Street to Cawston Avenue
medium-density residential development, will occur on Clement Avenue,
Coronation Avenue, Cawston Avenue, Bertram Street and St. Paul Street

Final comments are found in Chapter #6.

Conclusion

Urban neighbourhoods are the most challenging in the crosssection of the American metropolis. They do not lend themselves
to sweeping master plans, grand visions, or wholly new templates.
(Kelbaugh, 1997, L 79)

This practicum illustrates how true this quote is and therefore, how important it is to
build upon what already exists and to do it in a manner that is hcremental, srr.all-scale
and grass roots.

This conclusion is based on a process involving an exploration that starts by d e f i n g
what exists already (found in Chapter #2). This chapter illustrates clearly that there are
still strong elements of a traditional, pre-W.W.11 urban form that is in need of some, but
not major, repair, or 'reconstruction of the urban fabnc' as the New Urbanists say.

Knowing what currently exists is tempered by an exploration of what exias elsewhere.

and new planning ideas that help put it into perspective. Chapter #3 explores the
emerging New Urbanism movement and how its ideas and teachings contrast with the
conventional Modemism movement.

Chapter #3 aiso illustrates a number of

'precedents' that have applied the ideas of New Urbanism. These precedents offer
lessons for the St. Paul Street area as well as offering examples of what may be achieved.

Using the previous uiformation about what exists, what exists elsewhere and how
planners are now looking at planning, Chapter #4 explores the patentiai of the St. Paul
Street area. Strengths, weaknesses, oppomuiities and threats are identified. Potential
responses are noted to guide the Action Plan (found in the following chapter).

The Action Plan, a aand alone chapter, is to be used by the City of Kelowna as a
checklist of those actions needed to encourage a medium-density, 'urban village' to
evolve out of the St. Paul Street am's current condition.

A final review of the practicum is offered in Chapter #6 as well as a look forward to

what may exia in these 'downtown edge' areas. It is also a chapter that notes the roles
planners must stnve for in the fùture.

in the end, the practicum confirms Kelbaugh's quote, and the Action Plan relays this by

recornmending actions to reinforce and build upon the aiready existing urban
environment. Most importady, it is recommended that this rebuilding be done in a

tirne-honoured way where small-scale, incremental development dominates as was done
prior to W.W.11.

CHAPTER #2: STUDY CONTEXT: KELOWNA'S
INNER CITY ST. PAUL STREET AREA

Looking back in time at the St. Paul Street area and seeing how it has emerged into what
it is today, @ves a good understanding of what it may evolve into in the future. This

chapter's exploration of p s t , present and future circumstances creates a foundation of
understanding that wili guide the following chapters in their analyses, conclusions and
recommendations. First, we must ask where, why and how the current area began.

Being a part of Kelowna7s early history has allowed the St. Paul Street area to
experience the many changes that most North Amencan cities have gone through in this
century. The approximately 12 hectare area was first subdivided in 1892, comprising 5
parcels. Downtown was a good fifteen minute w a k then, but land here was fairly £ïrm

for building on, in cornparison to most o f the surrounding marsh land. The marsh land

was later filled. In the meantirne, subdivision into city sized lots was undertaken in the
St. Paul Street area roughly between 1905 and 1935. Throughout the town, residential,
industrial and commercial uses were each beginning to form into distinct districts as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Commercial downtown Kelowna had established its

prominence around 1905. Industry, including h i t processing, manufacturing, tobacco
processing and warehousing, were conglomerating north of downt own between the
lakefiont and as far east as Ellis Street and St- Paul Street. Industrial workers and others
needed the convenience of proximity to their work. Lands to the south o f downtown

Figure2.1: St. Paul Street Study Area

15

16
9

were primarily for the wealthier citizens and somewhat of a long walk.

With

nemwheelers, railyards and sawmills at the water's edge, marshland to the north and
open land to the east, residential neighbourhoods began to flourish in an ever eastwardexpanding direction. The St. Paul Street area was the first of these neighbourhoods.

At this tirne, the City Beautiful movement (18%- 19 1S), was strong with clear definitive

ideas about how a city should be built. An understanding of these principles by the
public and the 'city planners' of the day was abundant, alrnost intuitive, and "aimost dl
of America's great public places and finest public amctures date fkom this optimistic
era" (Kunstler, 1996, 27). For these 'planners', a fine-grained, rectalinear grid. leant

itself well to supporting a diverse and functional city. Consequently, the St. Paul Street
area was fashioned on the rectalinear grid with small frontage lots (usually forty and fifty
feet wide, 110 feet long), and blocks of between 250 feet and 700 feet long with the
inclusion of back ianes. Most areets were treated to sidewalks and Iined with regularly
spaced trees. Housing that emerged was almost solely bungalows and small houses.
Residential uses were contained dong Clement Avenue, Coronation Avenue, Cawston
Avenue and Bertram Street.

St. Paul Street experienced the interface between

commercial, industrial and residential uses, with d l existing on the Street together.

From Then to Today

Historically, St. Paul Street was the eastem boundary of Kelowna's vibrant warehousing
district, illustrated in FigureZ.1, full of activity in the 1940s and 1950s, providing
employment for many in the adjacent residential neighbourhoods to the east. As the
need for warehousing declined during the post W.W.11 era and with the easy availability
and affordability of the automobile, people and businesses flocked to the new suburbs,
and the St. Paul Street area subsequently declined.

Also dunng this post W.W.11 decline. the Modemism movement dominated the minds of
the public and planners. The traditional urban form was discounted. Ln its place, largescale developrnent was meant to emerge with super-blocks, super buildings and
'international style architecture' in an attempt to supercede the 'old' city. Kelowna's
fira significant zoning bylaw was irnplemented in 1976. The zoning bylaw become an
important tool that encouraged, directly and indirectly, the expansion of suburban
development often to the detriment of inner city urban areas such as the St. Paul Street

area. However, with linle development in the imer city, the traditional, intimate, srnallscaled, urban grid, rernained relatively intact.

Anticipating a resurgence in housing demand for the St. Paul Street area, developers and
investon began acquiring property here from the 1970s to the 1990s (see: Figure 2.5).
While investors speculated, econornic impetus to redevelop the area continued to wane.

Many existing properties deteriorated physically and eventually some structures were
demoiished. At the same tirne, there was nili enough interest, during the boom years of
the late eighties, that saw two medium-density multi-family apartments constmcted on
the east side of Bertram Street. Six commercial buildings were also constmcted on St.
Paul Street in this post-W.W.II era. Between 1970 and 1990, on Cawston and
Coronation Avenues, a few single and two-family houses were rebuilt.

2.2

Conditions Today (late 1990s)

St. Paul Street and the surrounding area, in the iate 1990s. has not recovered from its
decline. Yet, with its existing traditional urban f o m and structure, the existence of
heritage landmarks, and its proximity to the waterffont and downtown, many see this as

a place with strong potential.

The area is currently a mixture of single-family and multi-farnily residential development
on Bertram Street, singe family on Coronation, Cawston, Clement Avenues and a
mixture of commercial, residentiai, industrial and institutionai development on St. Paul
Street. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the area is within 300 metres of the original
warehousing district of Kelowna. The warehousing district and the St. Paul Street area

are both adjacent to (within a one kilometer radius) the downtown core and within one
kilometer of Okanagan Lake.

The location of this area in terms of proximity to

downtown and amenities Uicluding Okanagan Lake, museums, an arena and various
entertainment, dl within walking distance, represents one of the area's greatest strengths
and opportunities. It is also close to downtown employment concentrations to the south,

and industrial-related employment to the north.

The area has been defined and chosen due to physical boundaries and socio-economic
conditions. Clement Avenue is the northem boundary of the midy area due to the
concentration of industrial uses beginning on the north side of the street. Clement
Avenue is also a major road, and is planned to become a four-lane artenal. Richter
Street is also a main artenal to the east as is EUis Street to the west. Properties fronting
onto these roads have not been included in the study area. The aliey behind these
properties has been chosen as an appropriate boundary for reasons of urban design
integrity. Stable single and two-family neighbourhoods are present to the east of Richter
Street. From Ellis Street west, the new 'goverrunent centre' part of the downtown core
begins. From Doyle Avenue south, the commercial downtown core begins. However,
south of Doyle Avenue dong Bertrarn Street there exists a one block residentid
enclave, that has not been included within the hidy area. The reason for this is the
already redeveloped nature of the street.

2.2.1 Existing Land Uses
Small

single-family

residentid

properties (407xl00') with one-storey
two-bedroom bungalows are still the
dominant building typology as they were
prior to W.W.H.

Figure 2.2

Number of Dwelling Units in
the St. Paul Street Study Area

As illustrated in

Figure 2.2, multi-family developmem on
Bertram now accounts for a significant
nurnber of units in the area, though
single-family houses are still dominant in
terms of spatial area covered. Figure

SinglelT'wo Multiple
fâmily units family units

2.3 illustrates existing land uses.

Throughout the single-fàmily area, Little has changed since the area's inception. Some
original residents are now elderly but stiU living within this neighbourhwd.

The

remaining single-family housing on St. Paul Street however, has become the property of
speculators and consequently has become inhabited by 'high-turnover' renters. The
remaining single-family housing on Bertram has suffered a similar fate to that of St . Paul
Street. Ownership rates in this aFea are low in cornparison to the city average, as
illustrated in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5 inustrates however, that concentrations of absentee
landlords exist on St. Paul Street and Bertram Street where developers have
been consolidating property.

Other

absentee

landlords

on

Cawston,
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-

Figure 23:Existing Zoning
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Coronation and Clement are mostly

Figure 2.4

individuals, many iiving in other parts of
the city and few having more than one

1

St Paul Street Area

City of Kelowns

1

property, as illustrateci in Appendix #2.

ûther

uses,

including

cornmerci&

institutional and industriai, exia rnainly

1

Source: BC Assesçment October 1996

on St. Paul Street with some commercial
and institutional uses also on Doyle Avenue.
commercial

buildings

offer

seMces

Along St. Paul Street many of the
catering

to

people

in

need.

Examples of these seMces include the 'Minîstry of Social Services", "Child Find
Kelowna') "Society of HOPE'' and the 'Kelowna Food Bank". Two automotive related
businesses also exist on St. Paul Street along with financial services, construction related
businesses, metal rnachining and other activities. While various activities occur along St.
Paul Street, the street c m hardly be considered as an 'activity place' or 'meeting place'.
However, one essence of community that can be found here, is at the church on the
corner of Bertram Street and Cawaon Avenue. The Unitarian Fellowship Church,
,
hosts 'alternative' speakers as well as supporthg
outside of reguiar church s e ~ c eoften

a church band. It also happens to be in the geographic centre of the study area. While
this church offers opportunities for enhancing this location as a neighbourhood or
community place, the area s e e r s an identity problem. This neighbourhood dong with
the other neighbourhoods in the area, are sirnply described and embedded in the psyche

1
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of Kelowna citizens as part of 'the North End'.

This deficiency of geographicai

definition is why the study area was simply titled 'the St. Paul Street area'.

2.2.2 Development Conditions/ Future Land Uses
In 1995, the City of Kelowna adopted the current Official Community Plan which
designateci St. Pad Street as "future commercial", and the reçt of the area as "medium
density" multi-family residential as illustrated in Figure 2.1 1. Density, as defined by the

City of Kelowna Zoning Bylaw, is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6

( City of KePowna Density Calculations(units/hectare)
Low Density

1

Medium Density

1

High Density

S o m : City of Keloma Zoning Byhw #8000. September 1996

In the late 1990s, real estate market conditions have weakened in the Centrai Okanagan
Region.

Real estate values for single family properties in the study area average

$1 10,000 (Mach, 1998) while the average sale pnce for a single f ~ l home
y
in the City

of Kelowna is $162,000 (Okanagan Mainline Real Estate Board, Febmary 1998). In the

St. Paul Street area land consolidation efforts have been discontinued by many of the
development interests. On the east side of St. Paul Street between Doyle Avenue and
Cawston Avenue, Belvedere Development Corporation Ltd. has acquired 9 consecutive
properties but is currently seUing three (aii vacant). Belvedere's proposed eight-storey,
mixed use development on EUis Street was unable to pre-sel1 enough units and has been

discontinued ïndefinitely. On Bertram Street, an individual owns eight of the nine singlefamily properties between Fuller Avenue and the church. No hture development has
been proposed. Also on Bertram, at the south-east corner of Fuller Avenue, there exists
two single-family dwellings surrounded on either side by two medium-density multifamily developments. One of these single-famiiy propenies is owned and occupied. The
other property sits vacant and is for sale by a group who jointly bought the property for
redeveloprnent purposes. Whiie land consolidation pressures have subside4 uncert ainty
remains about the direction this area may take.

While lack of development and lack of desirability are serious threats, this area does offer
more aordable housing to many that cannot ai3ord or obtain housing in other areas
adjacent to the downtown core. The area is also quite amenable to the current real
estate market conditions. Properties experiencing the greatest activity are those pnced in
the $90,000-1 20,000 dollar range. Properties at the high end of the market often take
more than six months of listing before a sale is completed. Important to note though, is
the type of properties in the $90,000-120,000 range. Two types of units exist in this
range. They are detached singleho-family dweilings and apartment condominiums.
Townhouses are limited in number and dinicdt to compare. However, arnong the other
two types of dwelhgs within this price range, it is the single/two-family dwellings that
are s e b g well, while the condominium market has hit a heavy saturation point. Sales of
condominiums are very slow in 1998. The market demand for single/two-farnily
d w e b g s at the low-end pnce range in Kelowna, bodes weil for the potential of this

area. With a large nurnber of these dwelling types in the St. Paul Street area this real
estate demand could be M e r capitalized upon. Providing more desirable single/two-

f d y dwellings on s m d lots with reasonable pnces rnay offer a market niche for this
area Achieving medium density via mial1 lot, intensive, detached housing in this area
correlates well with current market conditions as welI as existing site conditions.

2.2.3 Housing
Housing on Cawston, Coronation and Clement Avenue, is in the style of detached singlef d y bungalows and s m d duplexes. These are all wooden-tiamed with stucco, wood
or vinyl cladding. One and haif storeys are most common with few buildings at two
storeys. Front yards average ten to twenty feet from the property fine, which is ofien
deked by a sidewalk. Housing ages ranges &om the first decade of this century to the
late eighties. Most houses were built in the 1920s and 1940s. These types of houses
ais0 exia sporadicaliy on Bertram and St. Paul Streets. Three and four-storey apartment
buildings were built in the late 1980s and early 1990s consisting of mostly one and two
bedroom units. The split between the number of multi-family housing units and

singIe/two-family housing units is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

2.2.4 UîiJities
The study area is

S ~ M Cby~

cornmunity water services, storm sewers in limiteci

locations, community sanitary sewer s e ~ c e s ,natural gas supplied by 3C Gas, and
underground electricity supplied by West Kootenay Power through City of Kelowna

management. This is a fully serviced urban area.

2.2.5 Heritage
Unique to this area is the inclusion of a divenity of hentage buildings, though limited in
actual nurnbers. ùidusviai, commercial and residential heritage buildings dl exiaed in
the area at one time but today that variety has been reduced through dernolition and
redevelopment. Of five heritage buildings Listed in 1983, three remain.

The C.N.

Engineers Bunk House at 1386 St. Paul Street was demolished in 1997, and replaced by

a single-storey, commercial-style, BC Ministry of Social Services building. Across the
street at 1358, the wooden barn-iike Crown Packing House was demolished and cleared
in 1998. The vacant lot was put up for sale as of .lune 1998. Gibbs Grocery Store at the
corner of Cawston Avenue and 1302 St. Paul Street remains intact as a Class T'
hentage building. The log construction heritage building at 560 Cawston remains and is
currentiy the owner's home.

Also remaining, but possibly threatened by future

development is Miss Storey's house at 1322 Bertram.

As long time resident Bill

Knowles remembers, When her (Miss Storey) father passed away, she wore a black

band on her a m for a year" (Capital News, Sunday, Iune 14, 1998, A13). The two-

aorey building was originally the 'Storey' home on the main street of Bernard Avenue.
The house was Iater moved to the current location on Bertram Avenue.

The location of these buildings is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Pictures of the C.N.
Bunkhouse were mavailable.

k

C.N. Engineer's Bunk HOU&

DOYLE AVE,

1 Figure 2.7:

Heritage

2.2.6 Urban Design Features
Remaining heritage features also accent the range of urban design features that exia in
the St. Paul Street area

Since W.W.11, Bertrarn Street and especidy

St.

Paul Street

have seen chaotic development tiom an urban design perspective. This had much to do
with the Zoning bylaw. Since the zoning bylaw regulates building form according to use,
the mix of uses on the nreet created a rnix of different building typolo@es. Hence, a
chaotic urban form developed.

In light of this though, continuity of design ail1 prevails on Clernent, Coronation and
Cawston Avenues as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Bertram, while tidy, has problems with
continuity because of the dramatic mix between single-farnily detached bungalows
competing with two, four-storey apartment buildings.

One important landmark in the neighbourhood is the church at the corner of Cawston
and Bertrarn Avenue. With regard to the heritage buildings, while not significant

landmarks themselves, they do add character and interest to the area.

Overall, the scale of the area is of one and two-storey buildings, rnostly bungalows,
numerous smd-scale commercial buildings and a few larger apartrnent buildings. Some
vacant lots are also found interspersed dong Bertram and St. Paul Streets.

3g2.8 Current Figure-Ground Configuration

CORONATION AVE.

CAWSTON AVE.

2.2.7 Demographics
Population has been estimated at 376 people. Specific data was not available for this
geographical area since it does not confom ta census tract boundaries. Population was

based on the assumptions that, as iliustrated in Figure 2.2, 102 single/two-family
dwellings cornbined with 69 multi-family units at 3.2 people per unit (Kelowna OCP,
1995, 1-2) equals 376 persons. With 376 people over 12 hectares of land. gross density

is 3 1 persons per hectare and 14.25 dwelling units per gross hectare. Other demogaphic
data was difficult to compile because the study area has not been defhed by other
agencies as a specific geographical area for statistical purposes.

2.2.8 Community Facilities and Services
For a small geographical are% there is a reasonable number of comrnunity facilities and
services. School District#23 has a small special needs building, the McWilliam Centre,

known as a 'store front school', on Doyle Avenue and Bertram Street. On Bertram a
school for mentally challenged children exists two buildings north of the McWilliam
Centre.

On St. Paul Street, there is a food bank and a Provincial Ministry of Social

SeMces office. While these seMces and buildings are for a specific clientele. the Church
at the corner of Bertram Street and Cawston Avenue is the area's most significant
'community' facility.

2.2.9 Transportation and Circulation
As for transportation networks, Clement Avenue is currently a two-lane through-road,

planned to becorne a four-Iane arterial h o w n as the 'North End Comector'. The northsouth 'boundary' streets of Richter Street to the east and EUis Street to the west are
two-lane arterials. Doyle Avenue is a local two-Iane Street.

Two transit routes, with intervals of thirty minutes at peak periods, exist dong Doyle
Avenue and Richter Street. A designated cycling route exists dong Richter Street on
either side, though cycling on ali streets within the study area is relativeiy safe.
Sidewaiks are iliustrated in Figure 2.9.

An informai tratnc study was conducted by the author d u ~ the
g nimmer of 1996.

Results are in Appendix #1 and illustrated in Figure 2.9. Traffic study results hdicate
that vehicular trattic is not overly abundant though some clear patterns emerge.
Cornmuter trafnc and downtown employees often use this area, resulting in heavier
traffic volumes during the work-week momings and around 4:30pm. Most of this trafic
is concentrated on Cawston Avenue because it is the most direct and easiest conneetion,
other than Clement Avenue, between suburban neighbourhoods to the east and
downtown to the southwest. Daytirne parking is also prevalent around St. Paul Street
and Coronation Avenue fkom workers at the steel rnanufacturing shop on Ellis Street and
Coromtion Avenue. Vehicle trafiïc generaily does not dominate over pedestnans and
cyclists.

Walking, cycling and alternative modes of transportation are ali effective means of
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mobility in the St. Paul Street midy area due to its close proxirnity to al1 ame~ties,its
pre-W. W. II urban form and the limited infiuence the automobile currently has here.

2 3 Curreat Planning Provisions for the Study Area

The City of Kelowna Officiai Cornrnunity Plan (1995) has designateci the St. Paul Street
area as a future location for medium-density development (35-165 dwelling units per
hecîare). For an 'Action Plan' to realize this medium-density goal, it is necessary to
outiine the 'goals and objectives' already formulateci, and adopted by Kelowna's city
council, that are pertinent to the study area. The fuhire goals and objectives have been
documented within various plans Ulcluding the City of Kelownn Oflcial Commzoit~

Plan (1995). the North End Neighbmirhood Structure PIm(199+,

the Social P h

(1996). A Heritage Mmgeme~ztPi' for Kelowna (1995). and the Kelow~taCertne

Pian (1992). Only those goals and objectives considered relevant to the study area, have
been extracted &om these documents.

2.3.1 Citv of KeIowna Officia1 Communitv Plan (1995)
The 1995 Official Community Plan's general intent is to create a more compact, diverse

and pedestrian-oriented city. This has much to do with the historical population growth

rates of approxhnately 2.64% between 1976 and 1981, 0.68% between 198 1 and 1986
and 4.80% between 1986 and 1991 (OCP,1995, 1- 1) as illustrated in Figure 2.10.In this

Figure 2.10: Population Growth-City of Kelowna

The population projection for the City of Kelowna to the year 2013 assumes an average
annual growth rate of 3.5% nom 1994 to 2003, dropping to 2.5% fiom 2004-2013,
providing for an average annual growth rate of 3.O% over the entire planning penod. The
current household size of 2.4 persons per household is projected to drop to 2.0 over
twenty years for an overall average of 2.2 persons per household. This projection
provides for a City of Kelowna population of some 154,502 by the end of the 20 year
pIanning tirne fiame.

Source: City of Kelowna Official Community Plan, 1995, 1 4
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Figure 2.11: Designated Future Land Use

tirne period, much of the growth occurred as single-family, suburban sprawl. The 1995
Officiai Comrnuity Plan therefore htended to encourage a more compact city in the
future by directing and encouraging developrnent and redeveloprnent into four
designated 'town centres'.

Three of these ' t o m centres' were the traditionai

downtowns of Kelowna, Rutland and South Pandosy.

In 1973, these were al1

incorporated into what is now cailed Kelowna. A fourth 'town centre' was identified as

being a suburban shopping mail development that ernerged and expanded from 1974
onwards.

ï h e traditonal downtown Kelowna (pre- 1973), is considered as today's

'premiere town centre'. Development in and around the downtown was, by way of the
1995 Official Community Plan (OCP), to gain more attention and even special

consideration. This is expected to increase densities, supporting more opportunities for
living, working and playing in downtown, and secondarily in the other three 'town
centres'. This planning approach is meant to avoid more urban sprawl and its negative
consequences of decaying urban areas, increased traffic and pollution, social segregation

and iising personai and municipal financial coas. In the OCP, the St. Paul Street area is

Figure 2.12

St. Paul Street Floor Space (Sqft.)
1 Million

Existsng

Estimated Build-out

Source: Kelowna Centre Plan. 1985.3-26

designated as a mo< of medium density residential and commercial, illustrated in Figure
2.11. Commercial, institutional and industriai build-out potential in accordance with

future land-use designations and the zoning by-law is illustrated in Figure 2.12.

Goals and Objectives:
Housing:

+
+
+
+
+
+
4

Minimize the coçts of new development to existing residents

Make efficient use of existing housing stock
Phase development in an orderly way
Optirnize the benefits that cm be derived from existing -infiastructure
Gradually increase residential densities
Integrate housing with other land uses
Provide for a sufficient choice of housing form and tenure

Hentage:

+

Respect ow heritage and preserve special features of our past.

Commercial:
Sustain the viability of the downtown core

Parks and Open Spaces:
Develop recreational facilities and open spaces that are accessible and
sensitive to the needs of people of aii age and social groups.

2.3.2 Kelowna Centre Plan 11992)
The purpose of this plan was to ofer a vision that wodd encourage the re-establishment
of the downtown as the heart of Kelowna. This was to be done through the strategic
development of govemment seMces within the area just north of the downtown
commercial core. This plan essentially envisioned a commercial and retail downtown
within the existing core while a new 'govemment centre' was to develop north of the
commercial downtown. This 'governent centre' was the geographical focus of the
Kelowna Centre Plan. From 1992 to 1998, a new courthouse, library, art gallery, police
station addition and major hotel have been built here. Construction of a new 5800 seat
multi-purpose arena was begun in Iune 1998 and is expected to be completed in 1999.
Most of the govemment funded projects expected to occur under the plan's high growth
assumptions have now occurred. Private developments expected to occur have not been

as forthcornhg other than the one major hotel and condominium high-rise development.

The Kelowna Centre Plan envisioned a mixture of uses w i t h its outlined midy area.
Pertinent to the St. Paul Street area, the Kelowna Centre Plan encompassed part of St.
Paul Street and designateci it as a future commercial extension of the downtown core.

Goals and Objectives:

+

Create a vibrant and vital urban area which ""iives"beyond business hours.

+

Provide employment, visitor, and residential market support for the exking
downtown area.

+

Design and develop open spaces so that they become attractions to visitors
and residents aiike.

+
+

Provide for an efficient use of land by providing for increased densities.
Designate St. Paul Street as future Downtown Commercial.

2.3.3 North End Neiehbourhood Structure Plan (1994)
The North End Neighbourhood Structure Plan outlines existing physical, social and
environmental conditions. Its purpose is to create an organized plan directing cenain

types of development into specif~careas while maintaining and p r e s e ~ n gother areas.

The plan looks at both the local area and the area's context in relation to the rest of the
city. In recognizing the local area as one part of the city, the pian's policies and
directions coincide with the OCP in its goal of directing higher density development into
four 'town centres' (specificdy the 'downtown town centre').

Goals and Objectives:

+
+

Maintain the existing diversity and integration of land uses
Provide for medium-density, medium-rise, residential development on Clement
Avenue, Coronation Avenue, Cawston Avenue and Bertram Street. Maximum
densis, shail be consistent with a Floor Area Ratio of approximately 1.45.

+

Redevelopment dong the south side of Clement should progress f?om West to
east.

AU new multi--y

developments withui this a r a will be abject to design

Figure 2.14

City of Kelowna, 1938

Figure 2.15:

miidehes.

CI

+
+

Provide for the expansion of parks and open spaces
Improve the transportation network

2.3.4 Social Plan (19961
The 1996 Social Plan for the City of Kelowna was intended to be a framework document
for funire social planning work. Its main goal was to "ensure that the circumstances
within the community serve to rnaximize social equity" (pg.4). While many social

senrices are provided by provincial and federal governent agencies. one of the main
goals of the City of Kelowna Social Plan (1996) was to work towards achieving more
Sordable housing for lower income people. This was to be achieved mostly through the
promotion and eventual allowance of secondaq suites in single and two-family homes.
In May of 1998, the city council adopted a bylaw that allowed secondary suites through
a rezoning process on a site by site basis.

At the re-zoning hearing, the 'Urban Development Institute' argued that this zone should
not be permitted in areas designated for future medium-density devefopment.

The

rationale was that allowance of secondas, suites in these areas would push real estate
prices higher, thus making land consolidation more difncuit. However, a 1998 report by
Kent-McPherson Appraisals of Kelowna, concluded that real estate pnces across the
entire city are at a level that restncts new multi-family development projects.

.Mordable housing is d l an important god of the Social Plan. Cument efforts however.
have focused on the Social Plan as a framework document, for planning how to

accommodate the growing needs of an aghg population.

Goals and Objectives:

+

Make every effort to ensure that al1 members of the community are able to obtain
and secure affordable. accessible and adequate housing.

+
+
+
+
+

Increase zones permitting childcare facilities.
Prevent crime (e-g. through urban design).
Enhance diversity and choice of housing options.
Increase play spaced pedestrian fi-iendlinesd pocket parks.
integrate group living homes and boarding houses.

2.3.5 Heritage Management Plan for Kelowna [ 1995)
This report outlines provincial legislation and heritage management procedures. and
provides heritage reviews and recornmendations for a number of areas including areas
that encompass the St. Paul Street area. Pertaîning to the St. Paul Street study area, the
management plan recornmends that the adjoining industrial area dong EUis Street

become an 'Industrial Heritage Conservation Area'. The vision for this area is that
'kxisting industrial buildings and undeveloped sites could evolve into a vibrant and
economicaüy viable MuseumIArts prechct based upon the indusrial history of the area".

A strategy of creating an Arts and Cultural precinct in this area would likely attract

people to live in the adjoining St. Paul Street study area-

Goals and Objectives:

+
+

Encourage preservation through adaptive reuse.

2.4

Key Informant Data

2.4.1

Protect those buildings that are recognked by the City to have herirage value.

Key Informant Interviews

The following interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis.

A set of guiding

questions were used. Discussion of the answers were on an informal and free flowing
basis in an effort to flesh out more than j u s what was contained in the pre-arranged
questions. A sumrnary of key points is found in the following ' i n t e ~ e wrecord'.

Mr. Steve Shoranick
Developer, RKS Resources & Urban Development Institute member
Interview Date: July 3 1, 1997
As a local developer, he felt the downtown town centre had a lot more to offer

than the durban areas. His concern though, was an imbalance in the
economic situation which actudy favoured developrnent on suburban
'greenfield' sites. He would prefer to engage in urban redevelopment but
economically, he felt it was not possible and therefore, the OCP goals would

likely goal unrealized.

Vmiables hindering developme~in the SL Paul Street R rea. :

+

Allowing development eisewhere
Safety and security concemdperceptions

+

No economic incentives
High land costs

Pmitive alnibutes of Sr. P m /Street Area

+
+

1s a 'people place' with diversity and a unique atmosphere
Locational advantage to Downtown and amenities

Actiom that would help:

+

Recdculating DCCs so that developers are not paying 80% of
projected fùture costs

+

Introducing sectoral DCCs
Municipal investment into beautification
Positive Imagdifestyle Marketing

Mr. Ron Mattiussi

Director of Planning and Development Services, City of Kelowna
Interview date: Augus 7, 1997

Key points noted, regarding redeveloprnent of inner city areas, include the
diflicult regulatory position that municipalities in B.C.face with the current

Municipal Act, and the over-ridimg influence of land economics. The Municipal
Act for example, does not allow for hancial incentives to be given to one part of

the city over another without a clearly proven economic rationale. This kind of
numencal evidence can ofien be virtually impossible to prove numerically though

it can through correlation data. Single family homes may also not be regulated
in any nylist or design sense unless they are found within a designated Heritage

Conservation Area. It was also his assertion that those areas where
redevelopment has occurred, such as Portland, and succeeded, were of3en areas
incredibly depressed to begin with and that had only one direction to go in. No
such area has yet existed in Kelowna.

Summary comments included the need for long term, holistic and interactive
planning. To do this, the City of Keloma has fomed a Town Centre
Implementation Committee and it is the goal of this cornmittee to redirect

existing fùnds into these town centres, including the downtown town centre.
where the St. Paul Street area is located. This umbrella cornmittee, is seen as
one of the key components to succeeding in achieving the city's goals. A
summary of some key points are as follows:
Varzab/eshindering developmet~tin the dow~~ioivn
towr?centre:

+
+

Safety and secunty concemdperceptions
Poor land economics
Problematic and restrictive Municipal Act

Actions thut w d d heip:

Coordination and redirection of municipal Funds into town centres

+
+
+

Fine-tuning of DCCs
Pubtic-private pamierships
Community/ Business Improvement Districts

Mr. Clin Craft

City of Kelowna, Finance Department
Interview date: August 8, 1997
Tools that municipalities can use for urban redevelopment according to Cr& are:
investment in town centres, capital projects and improvements, addition of

amenities such as cultural facilities, Unproved transit and indirect policy
initiatives. indirect policy initiatives include changes in parking, density
bonusing and other land use tools. Al1 these are believed to be means to
improving conditions for redevelopment of inner city areas
Vbriables hznderng development in Town Centres

+

Restrictive Municipal Act (currently being re-wriîten as of 1998)

Actiom that w m l d help:

+
+
+

Municipal uivestment
Gradual reductions in parking requirements
Increased and improved transit

Mr. Gene Miller
New Landmarks Consulting, Victoria
Interview date: June 24, 1998

Gene Miller was instrumental in championing and conduding the Harris
Green Charrette in Victoria, B.C. He sees a need to rethink Modernism and to
redesign and in-fil1 our urban areas on a more 'European model'. This outiook
greatly influenced the design charrette and the proposed regdations for the
Harris-Green neighbourhood.
Variables hinderitzg turban redeve[opment:

+
+
+

Land econornics
Zoning regdations

Lack of design cohesion

Actions that w d d help:

+

New zoning bylaws based on 'European style urban design'

Less parking for urban areas
Municipal beautification of streetscapes

2.4.2

Committee Review

As a participant in both the Downtown Plan Comrnittee and the on-going Town Centre

Implementation Cornmittee, opporninities and constraints arising from the meetings are
noted.

The first committee is the Dowrltown Plan Committee which includes

representatives fiom business, social services, neighbourhood associations and the
building and development community and city staff members.

The plan is being

conducted by Urban Systems Consultants Ltd. and the following comrnents are
contained in ''City of Kelowna: Downtown Plan Inventory and Issues Brief' (April
1997). As of July 1998, the plan has not been fùlly completed.

Though the plan

boundaries are on the edge of the St. Paul Street study are* many of the comrnents and
discussion items are relevant.
The second committee is the Towrr Ce~ztreIinplemetitatiorz Cornmirtee. Re presentatives
on this committee include five city councilors, representatives fiom neighbourhood
associations, business and city staff members. Comments and concems arising from this
ongoing cornmittee are taken f'iom the minutes and from direct involvernent as a
representative of the South-Central Neighbourhood Association.

Physical issues include:

+

North End Comector road (upgrading of Clement) will signïficantly affect area

+

sidewalk network needs improvement
should encourage whole area to be more pedestrian-fiiendly.

6

improved streetscapes needed
new alternative standards for building code required

+

interest in having people living above stores.

Economic issues indude:

+
+
+
+

hi& ground-water table financially limits building heights to three storeys
development con charges an important factor
need for lower parking requirements
core redevelopment coas hi&/ less expensive to build on raw land outside t o m
centres

+

concern over land use contracts in other parts of town-aiiows unregulated
building

+
+

hi& commercial rental vacancies currently ( 15-2 1%)

high land prices

Social issues include:

+

need for afFordab1e housing in and around downtown area
need to address social problems

+

housing choice needs to be diverse and mixed

Environmental issues include:

+

need more permeable surfaces (e-g. may include turfblock paving in parking
areas)

+

need for more parks and plazas

2.4

Conclusion

A renewed interest in those areas surromding traditional downtown cores seems to be

emerging. For the St. Paul Street area, there are a number of conclusions that can be

made. These are the 'terms of reference' that will guide the creation of a 'Action Plan'.

First. with the traditional he-graineci, urban structure of cities that emerged prior to
W.W.11 now regaining acceptance, the St. Paul Street area shows great potentiai. Its

intact urban form, constructed pnor to W.W. II, already contains many of the desired
elements that many, inciuding the New Urbanists, look for as a strong basis for 'reconstructing the urban fabnc'. The grid street pattern, tree-lined streets, shon blocks,
srnall lots, varied and mked uses and most imponantly, proximity to downtown, aiready
exist. Thus, St. Paul already has the necessary physicd urban form upon which to build.
How can this urban fabnc be enhanced is the question to consider.

Secondly, people have chosen to live in the area for the same reasons as people in the
p s t , narnely; because it was close to their work and close to the commercial, social and
cultural centre of tom. Bounded on the south by the downtown, on the West by a
transitional warehousing-cum-articulturaldistrict, on the north by industrial and on the
east by stable residential neighbourhoods, the study area's location is unique. It is not
unique though to other North America cities and therein lies a key reason for studying
this area. The midy area's 'edge' character will certainly influence and define its future

and this will need to be considered in the North Amencan context.

Third, the area has been identified as a place for intensification of uses and people.
However, its urban form, its 'edge' location, and exisfing d e s and regulations, have ail

constrained it in such a way that b l e development has happened there since the area
was first buiit prior to W.W.LI. If intensification is to occur, those conditions and

characteristics that are desired in 'reconstnicting the urban fabric' must be identified and

set in a legal, social and economic m e w o r k that aliows and encourages it to happen.

And finally, the St. Paul Street area's location and situation mua be understood in
today7scontext. It m u a be realired that this area is in fact one of many 'urban mages'
that have or are taking shape around North American downtown cores. The St. Paul
Street a r a has the potential to become a more dense, highiy diversified and vibrant
'urban village' (see: Sucher, 1995, 9 and Kelbaugh, 1997, 1 11). It would exist as an

'urban village' containing most of its needs within its boundaries but also supplementing
its needs and enjoying the offerings found within the adjacent downtown core. This

'urban village' must be a key consideration.

The key for the St. Paul Street area, is the diversity and completeness of a village within
the u h a n context that will make it, and areas similar to it, successfiil. This must be done

with an understanding of what makes for a good urban village and how this is to be
achieved.

CHAPTER #3: THE CHALLENGE OF MEDIUM
DENSITY REDEVELOPMENT IN 'DOWNTOWN
EDGE' AREAS

The purpose of this chapter is to understand the theoretical and practical basis for the
'terms of reference' described in the preceeding chapter. Understanding the theoretical

fhmework that planners have been involved with in both the past (Modemism) and
presently emerging (New Urbanism), will help @de this chapter's analysis of the area
and eventualiy help direct policy and implementation goals.

Practical applications, or

'precedents', of New Urbanism based projects will also be explored in this chapter.
These 'precedents' will help give an understanding of the limitations and opportunities
available, and how different places may deal with the emerging ideas of New Urbanism.

Redevelopment Theory

3.1.1 Planning for Growth

Since European conquest of North Arnerica, most cities across the continent have
experienced continued population growth. As cities continue to grow, planners are
asked to find ways of accommodatuig this growth. In post W.W.11 North Amenca, 'Tor
the last 40 years growth has been largely directed by suburban flight, highway capacity

and federal government mortgage policy" (Katz, 1994, xii) and in existing urban areas

was directed through 'urban renewal'. As physical, economic, social and environmental

costs rose with suburban expansion, and as 'urban renewal' was shown to be
econornicaily and socialiy devastating, it became apparent that such development
patterns were not feasible in the future. Planners in the 1990s are now being asked to
accommodate growth in ways other than suburban expansion and conventional urban
renewal. Many planners are now looking to urban infill as one solution because, at least
in "absolute terms, urban infil1 is cheaper in both capital and operating costs than lowdensity development of rural land" (Kelbaugh, 1997, 1 15).

Understanding the past actions of planners can be seen through the hinory of zoning.
Since zoning is the strongest and most influentid tool that planners use, the histov of
zoning indicates a great deal about the actions, thoughts and ideas of the time and how
that has led to today's situation.

Zoning has its ongins in the nse of the industrial revolution. With the growth of industry
and capital, cities grew at alarming rates, leading to congestion, extreme poverry and

other social and physical problems. These conditions created an unstable atmosphere of
social West that threatened the stabiiity and economic growth of the United States and
other countries. For both humanitarian reasons and economic growth desires, physical

and social problems were addressed by

£ k tcarefiilly

shidying the problems in a very

rigorous and scientific way. A greater understanding of sanitation needs, definitions on
'over-crowding', and classification of land-uses ail came out of this t h e period.

The next step was taking this quantitative data and creating regulations that would
positively affect social ills and improve economic efficiency of the city. The latter
renilted in the emergence of zoning, in the early twentieth century (Le. New York
adopted zoning in 1913), as an economic rationalization tool for the city. Therefore, with
cities seen as a means of productioq economic efficiency was paramount if America was
to grow and prosper. Therefore,

'the economic logic of land-use planning for the American city was
characterized by:
an acceptance that efficient production and greater accumulation of
capital depended upon a rational coordination of infiastructure and
seMces to pardel production and circulation needs,
an allocation of land parcels to their most profitable use and the
relegation of less profitable needs to cheap and unproductive land,
and the speculative hope that these higher land uses would produce an
additional source of revenue and hence pay for the implementation coms
of the initial improvements"
(Boyer, 1983, 79)

Therefore, land and roads were simply seen, under this mode1 of the city, as conduits to
the efficient production and movement of goods that needed rationalization,
standarâization and hierarchicd classification.

In conjunction with the rïse of zoning was the rise of Modernism. Modernism was a
functionalist, efficiency-driven, minimalist ideology for building, landscape and city
design. Modeniism and its economic rationalization role for zoning however, 'led to the

destruction of traditional modes of physical planning and the abandonment of
conventional forms of the American city" (Boyer, 1983, 283). Since W.W.iI it has
become apparent that zoning has fdtered. In spite of the rationalization of land uses, the
general view of the city as a machine has created de-humanking and non-functional
urban environments. Coupled with this, the econornic rationalization role of zoning
originating from the industrial revolution has had to deal with the changing economic
conditions of the late twentieth century. Economic roles and needs are metarnophising as
manufacturing declines, the s e ~ c and
e technology industries emerge, and work, home,
and play become more interconnected.

Since ""ecistingzoning is a development control tool and isn't rneant to be prescnptive of
what should happen in the future7'(Boyer, 1983, 3) then it becomes important to ask if a
new p l h g tool is warranted or if zoning can be adapted to the new econornic realities.
Zoning wili either give way to a new planning tool or planners and architects will need to
return to their original roles as urban designers, while economic objectives are lefi more
to their own devices. This laner approach to transcending zoning is the approach of the
New Urbanism movement, while conventional zoning is more the tool of a lingering
Modemism.

3.1.2 Redevelopment Theory-Modernism

To undentand the current context for accommodating growth it is important to
understand what was attempted in the past under the Modernism movement.

For

Modemists, new growth would be added to both the suburban realm and to "renewed"

urban areas.

Both Modernism and New Urbanism advocated bringing people back to the imer city
areas to reside. and Modemism did attempt to redevelop imer city areas with medium

and high density development. However, the "prevailing attitude...was to a m from a
clean slate." (Trancik, 1986, 2 1) For Modernism this meant "improving" the city on a
large-scale basis. Those urban areas deemed as 'biighted7 were razed to the ground and
rebuilt 60m scratch. The new built f o m that took shape, (see: Figure 3.1) was ofien in

stark contrast to what had previously existed. The usual development process was to
'Wear away the old, close streets, and build residential structures that had no clear
relationship with the streets" (Sewell, 1993, 60). For Modernists, the belief that bigger
was better, held sway. Derived in part from economic theory at the time, 'ceconomies of
scale" was a b u n word that found its way into modernist rationale. Under the guise of
'ceconornies of scale7', cornmon assumptions included: bigger is better, bigger is simpler,
and simpler is cheaper. This in turn meant more housing, that would result, in theory,
through a 'trickle-down' effect, in giving everyone a chance to own a home.

Therefore, Modernism espoused the idea t hat large-scale development was most
appropriate in creating these ideal urban environments. To achieve this large-scale
development and redevelopment of inner cities, certain implementation measures were

required. If large-scale development was to occur, then the govemrnent would need to

do it. If the government in North Amenca would not do it, then it would have to be
through medium and large-scale develo~ers,with some hancial incentives fiom the
government.

Buildozing of entire urban areas was meant to empower the large

developers with full control, because '%hile the ostensible rationde of these efforts was
to improve urban social and economic conditions, they also cleared the way for massive
intùsions of capital invesmient by wiping out complex sueet, ownership and leasing
patterns" (Katz, 1994, &).

With large-scale redevelopment schernes. financial backing

from major corporations or banks was a necessity. By creating holding cornpanies and
development businesses, these large-scale development corporations gained arnenable

financial incentives and tax deductions. Such incentives helped in the consolidation of
land, which was important, for without them, medium and large-scale developments,
intending to gain from economies of scale, codd not do so. Since land consolidation can
be time consuming and not b e d i a t e l y profitable, govermnent financial incentives
helped large development companies carry and even offset these costs. Municipalities
also helped medium and large-scale developers through their zoning byiaws. Large
minimum lot sizes for medium and high-density developments precluded most small-

scale medium and high-density developments. Choice for individual property owners in
redevelopment areas was limited to selhg to the larger developers or maintaining their
existing condition.

Parking requirement increases also halted additions, and

redevelopment of small sites, due to a lack of space for surfiice parking. Underground

parking was simply not viable both physicaliy and economicaily.

Figure 3.1 : The Modern City
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Land tenure changes also helped large developers. With the introduction of strata
properties under condominium legislatioc large-scale developers could profit by selling

many individuai units. The intentions of such legislation were social in nature, but
development corporations profit the rnost.

With the creation of government bodies such as CMHC in Canada, zoning bylaws at the
municipal level, subsidized land consolidation, and other direct and indirect conditions,
large-scale redevelopment of inner city areas became entrenched after W.W.11.

3.1.3 Redevelopment Theoiy-New Urbanism

The desire for increased density and redevelopment in inner city areas continues today

Figure 3.2

New Urbanism

Development

Source: Katz, 1994.98

but vastly dinerent rneans and processes for achieving that goal are now beginning to
emerge. Whether in response to, or a reaction against Modernism, it has been followed,
in the urban design context, by the New Urbanism rnovement as a major infiuence on the
way planners now look at building villages, towns and cities.

For New Urbanists it is generally agreed that most new growth should go to existing
urban areas because ''many believe that urban intensification is a fiscally and
environmentally responsible aitemative to urban sprawi" (Emeneau, 1996, i).

The

intentions involve the concept of "uitensification". Intensification is not a new planning
concept; at this time it is simply a re-introduction of a common city-building practice that

has been in place for hundreds if not thousands, of years. As John Seweli has stated:

Yntensification is best seen as a code word: it represents a development style which
hasn't been purnieci in North Amenca for half a century... Modernism enticed us to
believe that increased open space, single use areas?and an absence of Street Me were the

bea values to follow in building a city" (quoted in: Emeneau, 1996,4).

New Urbanism, is "concemed with both the pieces and the whole" (Katz, 1994, xi). The
movement is based upon the understanding that basic halienable urban design principles
exia that foster healthy and complete communities. These principles are a reflection of
how cities have historically been built, (see: Figure3.2) before the interlude of
Modemkm nom the early 20th century to its fading influence today. These principles of
design apply at any scale and are therefore relevant to the latest theory penaining to
intensification. Many of these
design principles have been examineci, detailed in the following section 'Principies for

Urban Redevelopment' and surnmarized in Figure 3 -3.

These design principles set the foundation for intensification and, in the eyes of New
r
Urbanism advocates represent a desirable way of achieving redevelopment of i ~ e city

areas. WMe both Modernism and New Urbanism are capable of, and have achieved,
increased densities in existing urban areas, the key difference is one of design p ~ c i p l e s .
Modemism was a rejection of traditional building design while New Urbanism is a
celebration of it. As the leader of Modeniism, Le Corbusier's words summarised the
ideais of Modemism when he said: "Existing (city) centres mua corne down. To Save

Figud.3: Principles for Urban Redevelopment

District Scaie
1) Need :O create special districts and congiomerate related uses.

Nei-ghbourhood Scaie
2) Need for boundaries
3) Must have a node of activity

4) Less than a five minute wak fkom edge of the neighbourhood to its node of activity

5) Need density
6) Need common land

7) Need small purposefùl parks
Street Scale

8) Must be pedestnan-oriented
9) Block lengths between 250 feet and 650 feet

10) Building height-to-street-width ratio of: 1:1to 1:4
1 1) Continuity of street facade

12) No more than 9% parking
13) Need for sitting space
Builciines
14) Maximum height of four storeys or 20metres
15) No more than one storey ditference between neighbouring buildings
16) More buildings rather than a few
17) Smail buildings rather than large
18) Mu< of uses
19) A mix of building ages together
20) Complexity and unity in design

21) Entrantes on the street
22) Maximum of 50-70% building coverage of a site

itself, every great city must rebuild" (Hall, 1988, 209). The move towards the New
Urbanism movement leads to changes not only in theones about redevelopment but also
in the implementation of those theories. Modernism =ove to achieve redevelopment
through a large-scale, coarse-grain, comprehensive approach. New Urbanism mives to
achieve redevelopment of existing urban areas through a more small-scaie, fine-grain,
incremental "intensification" approach.

As problems with large-scale developments arose and new ideas about urban design took

hold in the 1980s and 1990s, a belief that 'srnaller is better', began to emerge.
Fundamentai reasons for this were because, "while many theoreticians.. .are still engaging
in the idolatry of large size, with practical people in the actuai world there is a
tremendous longing and stnving...(for)....the convenience, humanity and manageability of
smailness" (Schurnacher, 1973, 68). Pnor to modernist practice, cities had historically
practiced small-scale, incremental development, where the "process of piecerneal urban
growth plot-by-plot, building-by-building had provided variety and scaie to the city,
adding new buildings side by side with old ones" (Rybczynski, 1995, 162). The reemerging favour for this approach could be seen in the New Urbanism movement.
Small-scale was viewed favourably because, to many, it represented flexibility,
adaptability and community rootedness.

In addition, financiaily, ' k e have invested

billions of dollars in our older communities, in the buildings themselves as well as the

public idastructure... and it is fiscally irresponsible to waste that investrnent"(Moe and
Wilkie, 1997, xi). Incremental intensification is also supporteci by the financial belief that

"the kind of money necessary for capitalking upon, building upon and supplementing
what exists, is graduai money" (Jacobs l., 1961, 294). Incremental intensification of
existing areas was therefore the best means of achieving increased densities and
accommodation of new growth.

Implementing small-scale "intensification" development, according to much of the
current literature, should be accomplished as it had in die past, pnor to Modemisrn,
through small-sale developers and Uidividuals. Srnall lots, finanMg through fiiends and
M y , incremental development, flexible regulations, intensive and carefûl use of space,

mixed uses, plus building and land-use flexibility, were al1 ingredients in the small-scale,

incremental development formula. For example, smd-scale, incremental development
often cornpetes with 'econornies of scale' by eliminating overhead and high
administration coas. Ifa project did not fit the particular market it was meant for, smailscale development could be more responsive to changing market conditions and
circumaances (pnor to the saingent, singe-use zoning codes associated with
Modemisrn).

A difEerence in tenure was also an important consideration. Under

Modemisrn, the built form was created by developers, and sold to individuals, businesses
and institutions after the fact. However, small-sale development is based more on a
tenure system whereby it is the occupants that buad, own and occupy the building. This
medium-density development can be accomplished by individuals because the project is

s

d enough, building can occur incrementally as needed, and the spaces can be altered

for diierent uses as need be and even rented when excess space exias.

Such an

approach creates affordability and community rootedness. The traditional corner store is
a prime example of this process and it has ofien been a key example for New Urbanism
arguments.

Incentives for large-scde Modernist development still exist at dl levels of goverment,
though they are slowly dirninishing. However, it is at the municipal level where the
greatest immediate potential to promote small-scale development exists.

The

'cintensification" approach to redevelopment is stifl relatively new. In Canada, a number
of municipalities, such as Victoria and Toronto, have accepted the ideas and theories
behind 'intensification' and are now in the stages of implementation, with varying
degrees of success, as explained below. Many examples exist in the United States and
one that is particularly useful as a cornparison has been iliustrated below.

3.2

Principles For Urban Redevelopment

To inf'orm the SWOT Analysis (Chapter #4) and direct the Action Plan research, basic
design, economic and social p ~ c i p l e sgermane to the sethg were researched. These
principles were identified by a thorough review of current, relevant planning and design
iiterature. The foilowing synthesis of the literature review results is in three sections:
design, social and economic principles. The principles are numbered to facilitate crossreferencing as appropriate in the SWOT analysis (Chapter4) and Action Plan (Chapter5).

3.2.1 Design Principles

Ln reviewing the urban design literature, urban fom, architecture, and streetscapes were
dominant organizing themes. Quantifiable h a n design principles were particularly
sought out in the review of the literature, since quantification can empower the applied
researcher in many ways, especially to balance off principies less amenable to
quantification.

The review of urban design principles focused on four scales of physical fom: the
district, neighbourhood, Street, and buildings.

Much of the current literature concems a re-examination of "segregational" planning
which has been dominant in the post-W.W.11 era. The ernerging 'New Urbanism' or
'Neo-traditionalism' movement is actually espousing principles of urban design that
generakly predate W.W.11.

Peter Kaîz's book, f i e New Urbanisrn: Towards mz

Architecture of Commz~niy( 1 994) is a generai s w e y and explanatory piece that

describes the principles of the New Urbanism movement and highlights the works of
prominent and influentid leaders such as Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and
Peter Caithorpe. The book differentiates between New Urbanism in a suburban context

and New Urbanism in an urban context. Within the urban context, ''reconsmicting the

urban fabric" (Katz,1994, 117) is the focus of this practicum.

Many books by the New UrbanistsMeo-traditionalists, such as Peter Calthorpe's Thr

N m Americm Metropolis (1993). involve the implicit if not explicit development of
physical solutions in order to treat or influence social conditions. For euample, the
promotion of narrow streets is not only an attempt at reducing infiastructure costs but is
also meant to promote more social interaction among people. Essentiaiiy, al1 authors
state sirnilar principles and design ideas regarding how North Amencans should
redevelop their existing urban areas.

Other writers on urban design topics include such personalities as Christopher Aiexander
et al. with their book A Pattern Lmgirage ( 1977). This piece was a decade-long
observation exercise t o determine whether or not certain patterns exist, allowin,= one to
conclude that the physical realm shoufd be designed with these patterns in mind; pattems
based on observation. Patterns, specifically urban design pattems, were also the basis of

David Sucher's book City Comfots: How To Biriid

UIZ

Urbm Wlage ((1995).

Alexander's writings are similar in many respects to Katz's and other New Urbanists'
writings. While many New Urbanists use late 1800 and early 1900 Nonh Amencan
town design as evidence of welf-functioning urban forms Alexander uses a plethora o f
examples both hiaoricdly and culturaliy.

In his book Finding Lost Space (1986), Roger Trancik attacks the Modemist movement
and explains how urban form during this movement's era is an excellent example of what
not to
-

build and why. He concludes that because the Modernism movement failed to

follow time-honoured urban design and architectural patterns, they destroyed our urban
areas. He explains these urban design patterns with three urban design theones that are

in many respects dependent upon one another. These include Figure-Ground theory,
Linkage theory and Place theory. Much of his writing is based on a physicai determinism
perspective and in this respect, while his writings generally coincide with Katz and
Alexander, much of what Trancik has to offer focuses almost entirely on the physical
aspects of building and street form, with iittle mention of social aspects.

While Katz (1994), Alexander ( 1977) and Trancik ( 1986) dl discuss urban form at the
regional. city. neighbourhood areet and building scales, a book by Ailan Jacobs titled

Great Streets (1 993), deals strictly with the areetscape and the identification of qualities
that make great streets.

The purpose of his book was to 'provide comparable

information about the physical qualities of the ben streets" (Jacobs, 1993, 3 ) in a
quantitative and qualitative manner. This is essentially the only book of its kind to
compile comparative information about great streets and to explain what elements make
them great.

While Jane Jacob's book n e Death a d Life of Great Amerzcan Czties (1961) is not a
current piece of iiterahtre, it is still influentid.

As an intellectuai attack on modemist

planners, engineers and architects, it describes through specific examples, how cities
actudy work in practice and therefore, how to 'plan' based on this pragmatic

recognition. It covers a broad range of economic, environmental, social and physical

issues and characteristics, and illustrates how each is intricately intercomected.
Pertinent to the study area is the urban context that Iane Jacobs writes about.

Also to

be found in her book are some 'quantifiable principles' on what she has determineci as
rnaking for a well fkctioning urban environment. In this regard her book is particularly
usefùl for determining factors to be used for data collection within an urban context such

as the St. Paul Street study area.

Other notable authors contributing to the curent titerature are Edmund D. Fowler

Building Cities that Work (1997), John Sewetl I;he Shcpe of the City: Toronto Smtggles
wirh Modem Plmtt~ing/NW), Bernard Rudolfsky Architecfztre Wirhortt Architects
(1964), and Byron Mkellides Archifeciztrefor People (1980). W .H.Whyte in his book

n e Social Lijk of Small Urbutz S p c e s (1 98O), also does an excellent job of describing
the qualities that work, don't work and that make no discemible difference, in the
creation of small urban spaces such as squares and plazas.

While some dxerences do exist between these authors, much of what each has to Say is
comparable and mostly supportive of one another. Much of the literature dealing with
urban fonn principles and important factors is written in a generic sense, and in doing so,
it is difficult to employ for the purposes of this paper. However, a great deal of the

writings speak in terms of quantifiable specifications at other than the 'District Scale',
that could be applied to the creation of good physical urban places.

The design

pnnciples that emerged kom the literature review are outlined and explained below.

District Scaie

The 'District' is a specialized urban area that concentrates a particular set of related
functions into one place.

Examples include thcatre districts. tourist districts,

transportation hubs or a hi@-tech rnanufacturing district.

The creation of or the

existence of a 'Dismict' with distinct boundaries oflen has to do with special taxation or
business improvement organizations. Districts are not pure single-use areas but do
include uses necessary to the functioning and servicing of the entire district. Principles
that apply to districts are similar to the 'Neighbourhood Scale' except that, Principle
#4: Mix Uses below, is replaced by a concentration of certain uses mithin the defined

area. The design principle for 'Districts' therefore is:

1) Concentrate Special Uses/Activities

Certain areas of a city are ideal for the concentration of specialized uses and should be
recognized as such. Other uses should be included as long as they complement, enhance

or s e ~ c the
e specialized district. A possible description for such areas in the context of
the present practicurn would be an 'Urban Village District' (see: Sucher, 1995 and
Kelbaugh, 1997).

Neighbourhood Scale
Neighbourhoods are defined as being inclusive of ail possible uses, and "limited in area
and structured around a d e h e d centre" (Katz, 1994, xvii). The neighbourhood has a

centre and an edge, is a quarter mile from edge to centre, has a baianced mix of uses.
gives priority to public space and civic buildings, and includes a fine-grain neîwork of
streets.

2) Boundaries

The neighbourhood needs to be physically identifiable through the use of clearly
delineated boundaries. This rnay include natural features like rivers and escarpments. or
it rnay include busy streets, urban/rural interfaces or even identification structures such as

gate posts at entrance ways to the neighbourhood. The purpose of boundaries is to give
identity and orientation to people within their surroundings.

3) Must have a node of activity

A node of activity includes retail, cultural, spiritual and public activity. Depending on

the location and arrangement of the neighbourhood, this node of activity may be in the
centre of the neighbourhood or it may be shared with other neighbourhoods.

4) No more than a fve minute walk from edge of the neighbourhood to its node of
activity.

This is usually translated as being no more than roughly haif a kilometer. The result is a
fairly compact neighbourhood where close proximity promotes waiking instead of
automobile use. The New Urbanists place much emphasis on the need for proxirnity to

the goods and senrices people need and want. They, as have many others, have stated

that once the distance to these goods and services becomes more than a five minute

walk, then people begin to use their automobiles. The negative affects of automobile use
are quite clear and therefore the five minute iule is quite important as a factor to consider

in the shaping of the urban form.

5)

M k of uses

The neighbourhood should incorporate a 'oalanced mix of dwellings, workplaces, shops.
civic buildings and parks7' (Katz, 1994, xvii). Single use zoning across large areas has
resulted in automobile dependence and urban sprawl according to many authors. An
important step in alleviating this problem is through the time honoured ciîy building
practice of rnixing uses together both in the neiehbourhood and within individuai
buildings.

6) Density

Generally, density should be greater than seven dwelling units per acre but, depending on
the situation, much higher densities are ofien preferable. The Amencan New Urbanists
do not necessarily promote higher density, in suburban settings especially, just a rearrangement of land uses and controls on building forms and styles. In contrast, Jane
Iacobs and other New Urbanists cal1 for very hi& densities as a way to promote
diversity. The important thing to consider here is the context. Very high densities may
be appropnate and desirable in large cities but the sarne cannot always be said for smaller
cornmunities. Important for urban areas is that ''At six housing units per acre, transit

surpasses an energy efficiency threshoid favouring it over autos" (Freund, 1993, 152).

7) Need for cornmon land

Public squares and plazas in the central node of a cornmunity used to be a common
occurrence. Today however, these 'common lands' and other f o m s of common lands
have usually been negiected during the process of piecemeal subdivision development,

infil1 development and inadequate planning. Many authors such as Alexander et al ( 1977)
and the entire New Urbanism movernent agree that common land is functionally
important for creating a publicly owned and controlled social gathering place for the
cornmunity.

8). Srnail purposeful neighbourhood parks.

Jane Jacobs is quite adarnant that parks need not be expansive areas of green but may
fùnction more effectively when compact, purposefil and easily watched over.

Street Scale

9). Pedestrian Oriented

Many authors agreed that pedestrians need to have their needs met before any other form
of transportation, especially the automobile.

This does not necessarily preclude

automobiles, it simply implies that we mua "design streets so dnven may travel but
cannot feel superior to pedestrians" (Sucher, 1995, 134). From Reclaiming mir Ciries

ami Towm, Engwicht (1993, 49) claims that residential areets with over 2000 vehicles

per day are socially introverted streets. where cars dominate and the pedearian is
subservient. Allan Jacobs claims that m e t s with 3-8 pedestrians per minute per metre

are the most fùnctional. Such numbers give the street enough people to create a sense of
d e t y and interest while being roomy enough for leisure walking.

10) Block length of 250 feet-650 feet

Jane Jacobs is quite specific in her book 7ne Drath md LIfe of Great Americm Cities
( 1961 ) in stating that block lengths should be no more than 650 feet and no less than 250

feet. The reason for the minimum is obvious; blocks becorne redundant if iess than 250
feet long. However, a block of more than 650 feet begins to create problems with
physical and social ramifications. As Jacobs States. "stringent physical segregation of the
regular users of one street fkom the regular users of the next" creates "isolated, discrete
street neighbourhoods (that) are apt to be helpless socially" (Jacobs, 1961, 180) and
econornically constrained. Economic conditions of long blocks are constrained because
the blocks funne1 everyone into srnail areas where there is 'so iittle street frontage on
which commerce can live, that it m u a al1 be consoiidated, regardless of its type or the
scale of support that it needs or the scale of convenience that is natural to it" (Jacobs,
1961, 180). Other authors agree with Jane Jacobs (196 1) in her support of short blocks
(Jacobs, A., 1993,277; Sucher, 1995, 131; and Katz, 1994, rocii).

11) Building Height to Street Width Ratio ot: 1:1 to 1:4

Lrrban form with a building height to street width ratio less than 1: 1 becomes too
confined and limited in terms of light penetration, while a ratio higher than 1 4 becomes
ili-defined, though at each extreme there are exceptions. This ratio however, is a jood
numencal range to observe in trying to creare well-defined and well functioning
streetscapes.

12) Continuity of Street Facade

Buildings should be continuous with no sizable gaps (such as vacant lots) between them,

nor highly differentiated setbacks. This is well outiined by Trancik in his expianation of
Figure-Ground Theory (Trancik, 1986, 1 17) and supponed by Man Iacobs ( 1993. 38 1 ).
Iacobs has quantifiably defined this as a principle whereby the spaces between buildings
in urban areas should be restricted to no greater than six metres (Jacobs, A. 1993, 28 1 ).

13)

No more than 9% parking

Parking should be limited to less than 10% of a street's area and needs to be
implemented in s m d parking areas. The literature confirms that large expansive parking
areas do a great deai to destroy a streetscape.

14) Sitting Space

William Whyte (1980) States emphaticdy that the one important ingredient in creating
successfùi plazas, squares and streets, is the existence of places to sit. This seems simple

enough, yet in reality sitting is oflen viewed negatively; often considered as loitering.
Whyte argues there is a need for people to simply srroll, wonder, explore and be in no
need of always going fiom one particuiar place to another. There is a need to simply sit.
A street that is lively and friendly is a street that d o w s people to sit at leisure. This

requires that sitting space be available. The sitting space may be in any form whether it
be stairs, benches or the top of Iow-lying walls.

Ample sitting space is especiaily

necessary in plazas or squares. An important characteristic is that sitting space be
flexible and mobile to allow for constantly changing conditions.

15) Maximum height of four storeys or 20 metres

Allan Jacobs (1993), Trancik (1986) and Alexander et al (1977),agree that buildings
higher than this become dehumanizing and incomprehensible. Essentially, the buildings
are no longer human-scaled and therefore not conducive to the creation of a hospitable
pedestrian-niendiy urban environment. Alexander et al (1977) surnmarize the need for
this nile, and some of the reasons for it being adhered to for thousands of years in most
cultures, as follows:
'Hi& buildings have no genuine advantages, except in speculative gains for
banks and landowners. They are not cheaper, they do not help create open
space, they destroy the townscape, they destroy social life, they promote crime,
they make life difficult for childreb they are expensive to maintain, they wreck
the open spaces near hem, and they damage light and air and view. But quite
apart ffom all this, which shows they aren't very sensible, empiricai evidence
shows that they can actually damage people's minds and feelings."
(Alexander, 1977, 1 15)

Also it should be noted that buildings larger than four storeys often require large-scaie
developers to build and maintain them. Such construction accentuates the accumulation
of wealth and power into the hands of a few. ïherefore. large buildings are not only a
physicdy negative condition, but they also affect the social-economic character of
society.

16) No more than one storey difference between neighbouring buildings

This is to maintain a coherent streetscape where each building helps in the creation of a
unified urban fabric without having individual buildings monopoiizing attention.

17) M o r e buiidings rather than a few

The key here is diversity rather than standardized monotony. Diversity can only be
achieved by having many buildings, and many building owners, rather than only a few.

18) Small buildings rather than large
A consequence of this is that, financially, it allows many more people to own a building

for personal or empioyment use, ailows for more street diversity and for greater future
flexibility of space. This ties in with the pnnciple of more buildings rather than a few.

19) Mix of uses in buildings

Buildings should not be designated by use so much as they should be regulated by form.
And in those buiidiigs, uses should be diverse with commercial, residential, some

industriai, institutional and other uses,

being segregated, but cooperating and

interacting together. Some uses such as heavy indunrial may need to be segregated but
the majority of uses can be located within close proximity of one another, whether this
means within a few blocks of one another or within the same building. Hinorically, such
a flexible use of building space has existeci for thousands of years, and it is only in the
1st fifty or so years that uses have becorne segregated. Sorne authors (Ka= 1994, wii;

and Kunstier, 1996, 107) have corne to realize that the historically flexible use of
buildings worked quite well in cornparison to the segregated use strategy experienced in
most cities today.

20) A mir of building ages together

A diversity of building ages assures a dserentiation in economic rents for commercial

and industrial space. Socio-economic diversity within residential units is also encouraged
through differences in building ages. Together, the idea of physical and social diversity is
regarded by most of the authors as being essential to a well-functioning urban area.
Diversity in al1 respects is the key to a successful neighbourhood, as proclaimed by many
authors. Divenity of building ages is tme to this idea, and for a number of important
economic and social reasons. W~tha mixture of building ages, there is likely to be a
broader range of rents. Generally, the older buildings will have cheaper rates than the
new ones. This dows for both established and prominent businesses to be present as
well as new, smaller and often innovative ones. Such diversity of econornic rents also
allows for a diversity of people operating the businesses and a diversity of customers for

the various stores. The same situation is tme of residentid units. A mix of building ages
is a key ingredient for socio-economic diversity.

21) Cornplexity and unity in design

While each building should be unique unto itself and complex in its design and character,

al1 buildings should have a design unity where similar elements exist in each to tie them
to one another. This used to occur naturally where a region's builders would use similar
local building materials and similar architectural designs in response to the environmental
and social conditions of the region. With cheap energy and broadening trade patterns,
many unifying elements have disappeared through a chaotic choice of materials and
designs with a resultins non-unified streetscape. Thus, there is a need for both
complexity and uniqueness of individual buildings, but aiso a need for an overall unity of
those buildings as an ensemble.

Complexity and unity of design are more qualitative than quantitative, and in this sense,
it is ciifficuit to clearly define whether or not such qualities exist within a neighbourhood,

a Street or a single city block. Many authors (Katz, 1994, xxiv; Jacobs, A 1993, 287;
and Alexander et al, 1977, xviii) have stated that while complexity is difficult to
determine, unity often manifests itself through the use of approximately three cornmon
elements: i) the type of building materials ü) the building design, colour and typology,
and üi) the landscaping, streetscape design or property edge treatments.

22) Entrances on the street

People interact most effectively on a horizontal plane, at ground level, as opposed to
vertical interactions arnongst housing nacked on top of one another. Therefore, a good
social interaction indicator represented in a physical form is the number of household
entrantes that open directly to the ground floor facing ont0 the street.

23) iMaximurn 50-70% building coverage of a site

The Iiterature revealed discrepancies conceming what was considered to be a good

maximum percentage for a building's footpnnt relative to total site area The range
though was between 50 and 70 percent.

3.2.2

Social Principles

Many social considerations manifest themselves in the way our urban environments are

built. As Winston Churchill once stated, 'We shape Our buildings and then Our buildings
shape our lives" ils son et ai, 1998, 364). Therefore, many of the social considerations

within the literahire corne from those wrïting about urban design and urban fonn. With
this in mind a great deal of overlap exists between the authon of recent literature
contributing to design principles as well as contributing to social principles.

24) Social heterogeneity not homogeneity

The literature suggests that communities that integrate socio-economic groups tend t O

function in a more hamonious and cooperative manner than those cornmunities that
segregate their socioeconomic groups into distinct, separate neighbourhoods.

This

heterogeneous neighbourhood composition includes age, culture, econornic class. and
professional status. Social hetereogeneity is numired through physical diversity.

25) tntegrated affordable public housing

Large public housing projects have proved to be socially disastrous. Many agree that
public housing needs to be integrated h o a neighbourhood in small arnounts inaead of
large 'clumps' or 'projects'. The social advantages of integrating rich and poor together
corne from the poor and disadvantaged learning from the more educated and wealthy
residents, while the wealthy become more responsive and understanding of the plight of
the poor and disadvantaged. Mordable housing by public agencies must constitute a

maximum ten percent of al1 units in the neighbourhood. This is to ensure that affordable
housing is dorninated by the other units and not vice versa.
dominates a neighbourhood or an are*

Once public housing

ownership, personal pnde and social

heterogeneity are lost to the detriment of the entire neighbourhood.

26) Differentiation between public and private space

People int~sicallyneed both weI1-defined private space and well-defined quality public
space. In terms of basic psychologicai conditions, as outlined by many prominent
psychologists, humans need both a private realm into which they c m retreat without
interference from others and they need public space that is clearly for public interaction

and contact with one another. There is also a need for serni-private space where people
cm interact within a transitional area. A front yard is a good example of semi-private
space. In order for these spaces to exist and for there to be a clear understanding of
where they begin and end, they need to be clearly defined.

27) Orientation/ Landmarks

It has been said that males often orient themselves according to direction, while females
often orient themselves according to physical landrnarks. While this may be debated, it is
clear that humans continually try to orient themselves in time and space. Spaces that are
dificult to orient in are translated as being hostile, while those that have definitive
landmarks and well-defined layouts are often experienced as cornfortable places.

28) Safety

A basic human need is a sense of saféty. Safety is often determined by two factors, the

actual amount of crime and the perceived crime. In trying to create a safe urban
environment, two physical characteristics that many authon agree upon is the need for
'eyes on the street' and 'many people'. 'Eyes on the street' refers to physical conditions

where people have the oppoctunity to look and observe street activity from the interior
of buildings. Basic physical necessities for this are windows facing the street and quick,
easy access to the street. 'Many people' is similar to 'eyes on the street' although this
refers to the fact that more people on the street make people feel d e . Many other
factors iduence safety but not al1 authors are in agreement as to the? influence. Street

lighting is a good example, where some say more lighting creates d e r streets and others
contend that lighting has no correlation with crime rates.

Safety and the perception of safety are key psychological components in creating
amenable urban environments.

29) Control

People need to feel not only in control of their lives but also of their surroundings.
Ownership of a residence is the most direct and cornrnon entity where one can exert
control over their surroundings and define themselves within their community.
Alexander et al ( 1977, 395) state, however, that ownership must not just be financial, but
must extend into the realm of control over decision-making.

JO) Sleep
Sleep generally requires low noise levels. When measuring noise levels, the levels are
not ody important but so too is the continuity of the sound. A continual low noise cm
be just as intrusive as a loud short duration noise. With a third of one's life spent
sleeping, noise levels have a strong influence on the quality of peoples' lives, and
therefore of neighbourhood desirability. Automobile t r a c is the rnoa cornmon source
of noise. Engwicht (1993, 49) reports studies that illustrate how increasing t r a c
volumes result in people and neighbours becorning more introverted and socially
isolated.

31). Divenity and Stimulus

There must be diversity in the public realm, with varied streets and corridors to choose
from, diversity of buildings, vegetation, stimulus of physicai details, and always
something new to be seen and expenenced.

3.3.3 Economic Principles

Much of the current literanire on economic theory and practice deals with questioning
the 'economic growth model' so intrinsic to western thought and ideology. While
conventional development continues, much literature is being written about how
conventional developrnent has not borne its full coas because these costs were never
calculated into the equation.

Some have suggested the importance of full cost accounting and eliminating "elaborate
systems of subsidies to big business that have been established over the decades"
(Hawken, 1993, 138). Such indirect factors as pollution, increased heaith costs and
opportunity costs of other uses of the land are al1 costs of development, yet these costs
have not been borne by the developers. Institutionai rules and regdations have been
instrumental in allowing the consmiction indu-

and others to avoid many of these

extemal costs. The costs have ofken been passed on to home-owners, business or renter.
For example, "transportation researchers estimate that residential parking requirements
add more than $600 per year, or about $50 per month, to the average coa of rental

housing, regardless of how much the residents need or use the parking facilitie~'~
(Roseland, 1998, 116). This economic imbaiance is a key consideration in the current
economic literature.

In order to rectify these economic irnbalances which engender environmental and thus
economic destruction, the 'playing field' must be leveled. As Hawken states in his book
7ne Ecology of Commerce (1993) (and I paraphrase here), the econornic syaem must be

structured to reward environmental enhancement and punish environmental degradation.
To do this, Hawken claims that we m u t end al1 subsidies and incentives both direct and
indirect that favour environmental degradation. The second step is to apply 'green
taxes' to those products, services or goods that do not take into account the full con of
production and consumption in the price. Essentially, Hawken is saying that the true
cost of something must also be the minimum price. Pnces must no longer be artificidly
low because the manufacturer or developer was able to pass on the costs of
environmentai degradation to somewhere or someone else. Hawken strongly advocates
green taxes and a general restructuring of economic policies and institutions to favour
environmentai regeneration, instead of business acting as an environmental degrader.

Daly and Cobb (1989) emphasize a complete rethinking of Our economic systerns and the
beliefs and biases that drive the current system.

Their contribution to urban

redevelopment centres around the notion of land. They argue that land needs to be decornmodifieci. It must not be treated as liquid capital to be held in private hands, sold?

bartered and othenvise treated as a tradable object. Instead, they argue that land is a
factor of production and as such needs to be treated as a community resource belonging
not jua to every human being but to every living organism. In essence, land is like air
and water; it is something that must be shared and valued in non-monetary tems. In this

respect they suggest a number of alternatives for representing urban land as a
comrnunity-owned asset, over the notion of privately owned property.

Forernos, Ddy and Cobb agree that land speculation is quite prevalent in the cost of

land. They argue that Iand needs to change from a private comrnodity to a public entity
possibly through a land tax system based on the ideas of economist Henry George,
outright govemment land purchase, or community land trusts.

Walter, Arkin and Crenshaw (1994, in their book Sustuir~abhCities: Coricepts and
Strategies for Eco-City Developmeizt. also agree with Daly and Cobb concerning the

land tax system and they mention that "a number of cities on the east Coast (Le.
Philadelphia) have increased the supply of low income housing without spending a dime:
instead they have taxed the land under deteriorating buildings to give an incentive to

rehabilitate them" ( 1992,224)-

While Walter et al. agree with Daly and Cobb on Iand taxation policies they aiso discuss

strategies regard'ïg the subsidization of the automobile and its detrimental effects on
imer city areas. While they contend that this is mostly senior govemment jurisdiction,

municipalities do have some control with regard to road construction standards, new
road construction, and maintenance of existing roads. Elimination, or a reduction, of
automobile nibsidies will indirectly encourage people to move back to imer city
neighbourhoods, resulting in redevelopment and revitdization.

Schumacher's book S d l is Beatrtrfirl11977) is well known and extremely infiuential in
championing an alternative economic ideology based on principles vastly different fiom
the conventional 'economic growth model'. His main assertion was that 'bigger is not
necessarily better'.

To take this seemingly simple statement and apply it to urban

redevelopment, there are a number of points that Schumacher makes which need to be
considered. First, is the consideration of 'economies of scale'. This phrase has often
been used in a synonymous way with 'bigger is better'. This is a rnistake of enormous
proponions because the appropriate 'economy of scale' for some businesses or activities

may be quite smail. Also, as some businesses or activities increase in size it may in fact
become more inefficient. Schurnacher contends that many businesses and activities in
our Society have become too large to operate efficiently. He aiso contends that optimal

size in most cases is 'human-scaled'. Schumacher generally argues that we must not
confuse 'economies of scale' with 'bigger is better'.

The New Urbanists also touch on the effects their movement and inner city urban design
ideas have on economic and financial considerations.

Current literature is often critical of the existing syaem but it generally sees the potential
for positive action in redeveloping our imer city areas. ï h e factors that affect urban
redeveloprnent are fairly clear, but how they are dedt with is at issue. Some cornmon
economic principles that did emerge are stated below.

32). Economic Fiexibility

Economic flexibility is closely tied to zoning. Traditionally, and for thousands of years,
people were able to quickly convert their buildings into whatever use was needed. Land
uses were not only mixed, they were flexible and adaptable. In effect, a residential
building rnay have converted to a business and then sometime later converted back to
residential or even a mixture of both. Many municipalities are trying to create more
flexible zoning to allow for this but while mixed use zoning may exist, other regulations.
such as tax structures and building codes, mua also accommodate this flexibility of uses.

33). Economic diversity

Businesses mutualiy coexist by 'feeding off of one another. The more diverse an
economy, the more stable and resilient it is to economic changes.

Intensification Precedents

To intensify existing urban areas requires practical policies, approaches and tools to
accomplish such a task. A number of precedents yield in-si@ in to what has been
attempted, and the possible tools or planning approaches rhat are available. These
precedents are valuable in indicating how emerging theory informs emerging practice and
how both rnight guide the creation of an 'Action Plan' for the St. Paul Street area.

The precedents that are examined provide insight into just some of the ways and means
for encouraging intensification. Other tools not mentioned in the precedents include
regdatory measures such as the "Comprehensive Development Zone". This is a zone
that is applied over an entire area or just one parcel of land as can be done in British
Columbia municipalities (see: Plan Canada, July 1997, 6).

Under such a zone,

applications are reviewed in their entirety instead of processing individuai variances for
each necessary change to existing zoning codes. Such a zone offers a comprehensive
approach, though it is usually only desirable for single, large parcels of property and
consequently favours large-scde developers. Possibilities do exist though for a group of
smaii property owners who work together as a cohesive, single entity.

ûther possibilities include programs aimed at creating incentives for the end-user instead
ofjust the developer. Those that choose to live within the imer city areas are rewarded
financidy. This financial incentive comes in rnany forms fiom direct government grants

to volunteer 'cornmunity renovation squads'. Other possibilities include, but are not
limited to, the creation of irnprovement districts, land trusts, tax reform, and municipal
beautification projects.

There are also numerous direct and indirect actions (such as raising gasoline prices) that
c m be taken to discourage automobile use and comrnuting.

Such actions would

encourage more people to live in close proximity to the downtown core. Whatever
approach is taken, it wili need to fit the context of the site in question, which becomes
apparent in the precedents.

3.2.1

Toronto

- Main Streets Initiative

In Toronto's aiready compact urban form, an initiative in the early 1990s was formulated
to fiuther intenslf4. existing development, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. This initiative,

called Toronto's Main Streets "is about encouraging modea residential intensification
dong (Toronto's) network of arterial streets" (Emeneau, 1996, 5). The initiative is
essentially a set of conditions, created by the municipality, to foster srnall-scaie
development.

Main Streets' goals are to foster incremental intensification, emphasizing new
developrnent created by small-scde developers and individual landowners. Proponents
of the initiative, such as the Planning Consultants 'Bemdge Lewinberg Greenberg

Figure 3.4: Toronto's 'Main' Streets

Toronto's main streets are more than commercial centres for the neighbowhoods through
which they pas. they are a framework that holds the city together. The darkened
segments represent areas in which potential for more housing has been studied
(Source: Emeneau, 1996.6)

Dark Gabor Limited', c i a h it will add to the housing stock, especiaily Sordable units,
dong with many other positive outcornes (Emeneau, 1996, 5).

The means to accomplish this incremental intensification is by way of a 'tegulatory
environment that provides enough incentives to stimulate incremental housing
production, yet with adequate controls to discourage land assembiy and massive
redevelopment" (Emeneau, 1996, 5). Zoning changes have played an important roie in
this respect. The Main Streets regdatory package as of July, 1993 includes:
1) an incentive package for small sites, including relaxed parking arrangements

2) built form provisions which redents have viewed as sensitive to adjacent

neighbourhoods and existhg streetscapes
3 ) special provisions for buildings of historic value, such as exemptions fiom

parking and loading requirements, and ailowances for flexible use.
4) permission for home occupations as an accessory use to residential space

5) relief from new parking standards for retail and restaurant uses

This regulatory package is seen as being beneficial to small-site development and
incremental intensification. While the municipaiity has created a beneficial regdatory
package, Eberhard Zeidler (Emeneau, 1996, 73) States that Ontario':; Building Code ail1
hampers the Main Streets initiative. He argues specifically, that the Building Code "does
not allow us to have. .. apartment units exited by a single aaii' (Emeneau, 1996, 74).
European apartment buildings often have only one (though large and grand) single
stairwell that allows for narrow apartment buildings on 50 foot wide lots. Building
codes however, necessitate a residentiai building design that often requires a minimum of
200 foot wide lots. Some small development projects have occurred since the Main

Streets Initiative began, illustrating that the Ontario Building Code is somewhat, but not
completely, restrictive towards smail-scale intensification.

For the St. Paul Street area, this precedent exemplifies appropriate regulatory aspects of
a new developrnent model, geared towards incremental intensification. Of prominent

note, the initiative looks to small developers and landowners to create the new
development. This approach also acknowledges the tirne-honoured building process of
incremental 'owner-developer' creation of the city. The precedent also represents an

indication of the need for regulatory masures (nich as building codes) to also catch up
with new redevelopmenthntensification theory.

Moa noteworthy is the attempt to limit 'block-busting' and massive land consolidation
by lirniting lot frontage to 12.5 metres in some areas. Building heights are also restricted

to between 12 and 18 metres depending on location. Parking requirements are also

minimal in comparison to Kelowna's equivaient requirements. For exampie, on those
lots with frontages greater than lh~etres,a two-bedroom apartment requires 0.75spaces
(City of Toronto Zoning By-law N0.438-86, 4(3). 1). In Kelowna, 1Sspaces is required
for a two-bedroom apartment (City of Kelowna Zoning By-law D r a , 1998, 8-7). These
regulatory requirements are important considerations fiom a practical standpoint when
considenng small-scale incrementai intensification. Specific zonuig regulations shouid
help guide the 'Action Plan'.

3.2.2

Toronto - "The Kings"

While the "Main Streets" initiative focuses on intensification of artenal roads, the
'Xings7' is an a m towards the edge of downtown that has received a customized set of
planning regulations over an entire district.

The purpose has been to create

redevelopment and reinvestment within this h e r city area. Its unique approach in both

planning theory and planning practice terms, offers possible lessons for the St. Paul
Street area,

'The Kings7 are two separate, hiaorically industriai areas on the fringe of Toronto's
downtown core. Comprising 202 hectzres, they contain moa of the original, pre- 1950s,
industriai warehouses. M e r 1950, industry followed the people to the niburbs, ieaving
'the Kings' in a long decline. Zoning regulations through the 1WOs, 80s, and early 90s
further suppressed redevelopment in the m a , because of the goal to preserve imer city
industrial and manufacturing opportunities.

The Kings remained intact but not

economically viable, as the hoped-for replacement jobs in the industriai and
manufacturing sectors, did not occur. The zoning prevented other types of job creation
or residential development from occurring, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

As the 1980s Toronto building boom subsided, it became apparent that 'The Kings7

needed

a

new

regulatory

approach

in

order

to

revitalize

the

area.

There was a general desire by the City, planners, building owners, and the public, to
create a mixed-use, vibrant area fidl of industry, commerce, and for the first time,
significant new residents.

A new approach led to the areas being defined as 'keinvestment areas", accompanied by

a new set of regulatory conditions. The complexity of the previous zoning was vimiaily
eliminated, and was replaced by a highiy flexible set of conditions. Restrictions on
building uses, except for some on heavy industriai uses, were virtudy eliminated, so that
use could change at any time. As for building and lot dimensions, ''rules for new
building would relate only to the height of the building and a simple building envelope, to

Figure 3.5

The Kings

Mixed-use development incrirporating neritage buildings is
already established in the area.

Source: Lewinberg and Greenberg May 1996.27

make sure of Street relationships and daylight penetration" (Lewinberg and
Greenberg1996, 27).

Other minor regulations ensured adequate sound buffering

between buildings and a bias towards preservation of historic buildings in the area.

The new regulatory approach was based on a general understanding that this was
necessary for 'The Kings', though it was not necessarily appropriate for other parts of
the city. Key to the regulatory approach was:
Recognizing that solutions for 'The Kings' were not necessarily suitable for the
whole city, we devised dEerent approaches for three distinct types of areas... in
particular, we proposed to:
- continue to use traditional planning methods for stable residential
neighbourhoods;
- continue to use predorninantly urban desigdflexible land use approach to
development in the City's 'brownfields' and
invent a new planning approach for declining areas with a plentiful stock of
exining buildings like the Kings. Dubbed 'reinvestment areas', these are areas
where a nch mix of land uses, reuse of the existing building stock, and
reinforcement of the existing built form character was desirable.
(Bedford, Jdy 1997,20)

-

The new planning approach has been successful. In less than two yean the city received
16 development applications, including entertainment complexes and warehouse

conversions for residential and Iivdwork use (Bedford, July 1997, 22).

By creating a set of regulations that essentially govem basic urban form, 'The Kings' has
become a mode1 of redevelopment and reinvestment in previously obsolete industrial
areas on the fringe of North Amencan downtown cores.

This precedent illustrates the potential that market forces have, if unieashed from
rigorous and complex zoning regulations, and given basic 'urban forrn' and 'use'
parameters. Such an approach seems to be appropriate in areas where a rich mixture of
uses and activities is desired, and within areas in a depressed market condition. It is not
appropriate in stable residential neighbourhood contexts. The St. Paul Street area has
included some stable areas in the past, but they are now experiencing instability.

3.3.3

Victoria - Harris Green

Victoria and Kelowna are roughly sirnilar with respect to their population size, and as
regional centres where their downtown cores are surrounded by suburban style
residential neighbourhoods. Victoria's current Downtown Plan has had a strong impact
on the planning of the whole municipality. The focus of the Dowmown Plan is to have
more residential development (Le. intensification) and to further utilize the potential
development space that exias above the many two-storey buildings, while limiting new

development to under approximately six noreys in height.

This plan ais0 affects

surrounding residential neighbourhoods. It is expected that these neighbourhoods will
also incrase their residentiai populations.

One of Victoria's downtown 'edge' neighbourhoods is Harris Green. As of June 1997, a

Final Report was completed outlining the proceedings and recommendations of a public
charrette hvolving various consuitants, developers, the City and the public (Figure 3.6).

In essence, the chanette was an Action Plan effort for "intensification" of the Harris
Green area. Uniquely, the report attempts to not oniy present desired future urban
design elements but also includes recommendations on how to implement changes
through regulatory mechanisms.

Figure 3.6
Harris Green is a 20 city-block

area, approxirnately 60 hectares,

on the edge of Victoria's
downtown core with a current
population of approximately
1500 people with a potentiai

build-out of 5500 people.

Currently, it is a mixture of
cornmerciaI, residential and

Harris Green
Charrette
...crenting a blueprint
for our urbnn future

institutional uses. WhiJe initially it was an area of stately Victorian homes, commercial
encroachment and a short wave of 'urban renewal' in the sixties and seventies altered it

drasticaily. Today, the urban fonn of Harris Green is a highly varied mix of parking lots,
scattered housing, old churches, new condominiums and no less than ten high-rises.
Weaving the urban fabric imo a cohesive pattern was one of the main challenges of the

charrette team.

The main goals of the Harris Green Charrette were two-fold. The first was to intensw
development of the area. This intensification would include a more "European" urban
form with mixed uses. This involves "most new structures of medium height (max. 9
storeys), built to the street with higher lot coverage than currently allowed." (Hamis
Green Charrette, 1997,15).

Residential use could be located anywhere while non-

residential uses would be allowed up to the second floor. The second major goal of the
charrette was to compliment the more urbane environment with street beautification
oriented towards a more pedestrian-dominated,

versus automobile-dominated,

streetscape.

How would this intensification occur? The charrette team answered the challenge by
creating a proposed new bylaw. The proposed Harris-Green bylaw included key changes
frorn what existed, including:
1) elimination of parking requirements

2) elimination of Floor Area Ratio formulae
3) design guidelines to be used for Developrnent Pennit approval

The charrette team also recommended a funding strategy based on a pmnership between
property owners, the City and senior levels of government for implementing public
beautification programs. This funding strategy is a ten year plan which includes various

ninding sources and recomrnendations. The City of Victoria's recomrnended role is to
have "scarce civic capital hnds.. .directed to Street beautification instead of acquiring
new park land" (Harris-Green Charrette Final Report, 1997, 25). In conjunction with
this, the expanded Business Improvement Area boundaries encompassing some of
Harris-Green, allow that organization to use its levy funds in the area. A third key
recomrnendation was to "create a local improvement area îùnd for the constmction of
the enhanced public space" (Hamis Green Charrette Final Report7 1997, 25). It was also
recommended that consideration be given to the Federal/Provinciai/Municipal
Infiastructure Grant Program.

Lessons that may be learned from the Harris Green Charrette include the need to reevaluate parking requirements in downtown edge neighbourhoods. Ako there is a need
for CO-operationbetween public, private and other organizations to actuaiiy achieve the
funding strategies needed for redeveloprnent and intensification of these areas. It was
also apparent that the City needs to make capital investrnents in public space
enhancement, namely streetscape improvements, if it wishes to see intensification, and its
accompanying tax benefits, occurring.

3.3.1 Jackson-Taylor-California
This 30 hectare existing urban area in the City of San Jose, California, has many
similarities to the St. Paul Street study area. Origlnally a food processing district for the
previously vast number of surroundhg orchards, the district contained a rnix of uses and
buildings. Today, the district is in transition with food processing on the dedine, 'giving
way to srnall incubator and professionai businesses attracted by the low rents in the

district's easily subdivided former industrial buildings" (Katz,1994, 193)- A Master Plan
by Calthorpe Associates (adopted by the City of San Jose City Council), proposed a
gradua1 implementation of 1600 residential housing units and 550,000 square feet of
office, retail and industrial uses; regulated with a set of detailed architectural guidelines.

Surroundhg

the

Jackson-Taylor

district

are

stable

single-family

residential

neighbourhoods. In response to this, and because of the existing single-family properties
within the district, attention was given to creating a plan that retlected the scale of these
buildings. Overall, the plan called for the creation of a mlued-use, vital neighbourhood,

with a strong neighbourhood core. In the core, mixed-uses would occur and higher
densities would dso be located there, leaving the edge of the neighbourhood for smaller
scale buildings. Urban form was therefore, a crucial consideration, thus resulting in
"three dEerent types of blocks. Comprehensive design guidelines define a clear physical

mode1 for each" (Katz,1994, 196). The three models are iIlustrated in Figure 3.7.

Cornparisons to the St. Paul Street area are strong, including their histories. Both areas

also have a rnix of uses and a mix of property sizes with a presence of single-family
buildings in, and surrounding them. The St. Paul Street area shows a strong need for
different urban forms on different blocks just as there was a need in the Jackson-Taylor
district. Also, densities in Jackson-Taylor are proposed to be between 30units per
hectare and 125units per hectare. These numbers are sirnilar to the medium density
levels that the City of Kelowna has proposed for the St. Paul Street area The street
pattern on a traditionai grid with small lot sizes is also a sirnilarity.

W e many physical and historical similarities exist, lessons that may be learned concern
the irnplementation of intensification. Intensification, in Jackson-Taylor, is to occur

gradually and "in the marner of a traditional neighbourhood on a parcel-by-parce1 basis"

(Katz, 1994, 197). Development that does occur will conform to detailed design
guidelines. The City's role is to regulate these design guidelines and to also invest in the
restoration of existing streets as well as restoring sorne of the original road right-of-ways
that were slowly encroached upon or given over to private owners.

By restoring the original urban fabric (the street pattern and streetscape quality), and
governing development according to urban form, the City of San Jose has an important
role to play. With such maures, it is expected that the market place will do the rest to
restore and revitaiize the district into a vibrant, small-business district.

This precedent speaks of the need for a municipality to carefully consider its zoning

Figure 3.7: Jackson-Taylor Building Typologies
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bylaws and how they affect the intensification of imer urban areas and its resulting urban

form. it also illustrates the need for municipal investment into the public property of
streets, parks, public buildings and other public spaces.

Conclusion

As Modernism fades into disfavour, New Urbanism is gaining a foothold in the planning

profession. Modeniisrn favoured large-sale development, entailing land consolidation,
massive capital financing, and large corporate structures to build Our cities.

New

Urbanism, by contrast, is based on the philosophy of traditional, small-scale. incrementai.
city-building procedures, techniques and urban forms.

As the precedents have illustrated, New C'rbanisrn is changing the way imer city areas

are being 'reconstructed' and intensified. With New Urbanism's small-scde, incrementd
approach to intensifluig the existing traditional urban form, the hlodernist
irnplementation tools and techniques are also changing. As illustrated in the precedents,
this involves some key steps including: 1) re-establishing the traditional urban pattern (if
disturbed), 2) basing development regulations on urban form, and 3) investment of
govenunent funds for improvements to the public realm (Le. streets and public squares).

These measures are 'foundation steps' but they have also been complemented with
various k d h g strategies, organizational initiatives, and even personal actions.

To implement any actions, policies or regdations it is first necessary to underaand what
the current conditions are in each specific, existing, traditional inner city area.

An

understandimg of the area's condition may emerge by examining the inherent strengths,

weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

CHAPTER #4: STRATEGY CONIPONENTS
ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

%yfa, the one key element ranking above al1 in the St. Paul Street area is the physical

urban form and the geographic location, which both make it a pedestrian oiented
environment that could be ftrther enhanced. It is also an area on the boundanes of three
different districts; residential. commercial and a changing industnal district. The location
therefore sets the St. Paul Street area into a situation where it is intluenced by three
surrounding districts, and an ever-changing, fluctuating, evolving nature. This creates a
setting where alternative and progressive actions may be easily implemented. With these
considerations in mind, plus the considerations of existing plans, new planning ideas and
New Urbanism precedents, a strategy for redevelopment is formulated in this chapter.

First, it is important to understand the area's current situation in tenns of its 'Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats'. This initial 'Components Analysis' is followed
by a 'Strategic Vision' for the area's future, based on a consideration of the preceding
analysis and based on the preceding evidence in prior chapters. This 'Strategic Vision' is
followed by a 'Strategy Analysis' that will inform the Action Plan.

4.2

Components Analysis

To create a 'strategic vision', it is important to understand the current state of the St.
Paul Street area. This has been done, in the following 'Strategic Vision' section, through
a S.W.0.T-Anaiysis.

The S.W.O.T.andysis explores those 'Strengths', 'Weaknesses', 'Opportunities' and
'Threats' related to the St. Paul Street area that either help or hinder the creation of
medium-density development. Each item characterized as either a 'Strength' or
'Weakness' has been guided by a set of principles formulated through a review of current
literature. This review and categorization of principles is summarized in Figure 3 - 3 .
Those items characterized as 'Oppominities' or 'Threats' have been identified by theory
and 'Precedents' in Chapter #3, through key informant i n t e ~ e w and
s via observation or
primary and secondary research.

The following S.W.O.T. analysis of the St. Paul Street area has also been conducted
from a New Urbanism perspective.

Strengths

1. Location
Stret?pth
As illustrated in Figure 2.1. the church, which could be

-

Principle 3
No more than a five
minute walk from edge
of neighbourhood to
node of activity.

considered as the 'community node', is at most a five
minute walk fiom ail points within the St. Paul Street

study area. Commercial and industd activity along St.
Pauf Street could be considered as the business focus.

This too, is within a five minute walk fiom dl points
within the study area. The entire study area is also
within a ten minute walk From downtown's main Street;

Bernard Avenue and intersection with Water Street.

Enhancing the pedestrian orientation of the are%will
encourage more people to walk, thus reducing negative
effects of automobile traffic.

2. Urban Form

Stre~zgth

In most of the St. Paui Street area there is a strong

P r i n c i '= 15

presence of the urban form principles outlined at lefi.

~Manybuildings rather

The traditional grid configuration is accornpanied by a

than a few

good mixture of building sizes, ages, styles and uses in a
'human-scaled7 setting. Key elements of New Lirbanism

Pritzcipie= 16

are thus 'designed in', to be further built upon.

Smail buildings rather
than large

Building ages range from the 1920s to 1997. The
human-scaled built form has been helped by maintainine

Prit~ciple"18

building height at less than four storeys. Also, there is a

Mix of building ages

Street facade continuity in some areas, especially on

Coronation and Clement Avenues. Furthemore, there

Principle = 13 & 14

are neighbounng buildings no more than one storey

Maximum height of four

higher than their neighbours. The inclusion of some

storeys and no more

landmarks hrther enhances the 'human-scded' feel.

than a one-storey
difference between

Potentiai Resporzse

neighbouring buildings

Creating an inventory of urban fonn and urban design
features could be a preiiminary step to coding

Principle tl O

these elements into future regulations. Such action

Street facade continuity

would help preserve, and add to, these positive
attributes.

3.

Heritage

Snength
The Heritage Resource Inventory ( 1983) identified five
hentage buildings in the study area. They are illustrated
Princip&= 18

in Figure 2.7. These buildings add a significant eiement

LMX
of building ages

of history and meaning. While two of the five buildings
have since been demoiished the remaining two
residentiai buildings and one commercial building are
ail1 a strength.

Poientid Resporm

Building dernolition permits couId be withheld for a set
period of time in order to evaluate what may be done
with the remaining heritage buildings. Municipal or
other sources of funding could also go towards the
purchase of 1322 Benrarn. This building is currently
most threatened, and is the most valuable for possible
future plans.

4. Low Noise Leveis
Stret~grh
It has been noticed through observation in the area that
noise levels at Nght are very low and well within a range
Pnnciple#29
Need for quiet
surroundings

that dlows for comfonable sleep. .At ni@. trafEc is
light on al1 streets within the audy area and even on the
arterial routes of Ellis to the West and Richter to the
east. There is also an absence of noise at night from the
Okanagan Lake Floating Bridge. In contrast, noise from
the latter structure c m be heard in the middle and upperscaie South-Central neighbourhood to the south of
downtown. The one source of occasional evening noise
cornes From Flashbacks Night Club located one block
West of St. Paul Street.

A noise audit could be conducted to determine at what

level noise must be lirnited to in the future. Maintainhg
a quiet environment will likely occur by maintairing low
levels of t r a c volume and speed.

S. Afforda ble

housing

S~ettflkl

For a number of reasons, house prïces in this area are
some of the most fiordable in the city. This positive
Principle#24
Need for integrated
afEordable housing

attribute helps maintain the residential part of the area,
adding vitaiity to an inner city that might othemise have
been abandoned even by low-income people. Median

price of houses for sale (as of March 3 1, 1998) are
$1 11,500 while the city median price in 1997 was
% 165,300, according to CMHC .

Poferlt ial Respc~tse
Maintain affordable housing by allowing and
encouraging small-scale builders, secondary suites, non-

profit organization funding and support, and alternative
housing arrangements.

Weaknesses

1. Limited Park

Space

Weakness

The area has no official parks. There is a new
waterfront park nearby, but no small, purposeful,
'pocket' or 'neighbourhood' parks. The waterfront park
Pritjcipkr 6

Need for srnall
purposeful parks

ais0 has a poor pedestrian connection to this area. (The

connection, dong Cawston or Clement Avenues is
industrial and unappealing.) There are however, six
vacant lots sometirnes used by children. There is also a

churchyard, but its landscaping is designed in such a way

as to be non-functional for most 'park' or leisure
activities. In conjunction with a lack of parks, there is

an absence of casual sitting spaces for general relaxation

and neighbouring.

Create a smaü purposefui park space usable by children

and adults in a location central to the area. This would
most likely exist at the corner of Bertram Street and
Cawston Avenue.

Poor Urban
Design

Weaknesses

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, between Cawston and
Doyle Avenues, St. Paul Street is aimost twice as long
Prittciple=8

Block lengths between
250feet and 650f-t

as the ideal 450 feet block length. This block may
effectively be too long for highly vibrant economic
activity and social interaction. The need for a mid-biock
pedestrian arcade comection to Ellis Street was also
mentioned in the Kelowcr C'nztre Plun f 1985).

A mix of different setback regulations according to

Prittcipler IO
Street facade continuity

building use has caused a lack of street facade
continuity. This is especially apparent on St. Pau1 Street
where setbacks range fiom zero to halfway back on the
lot. Bertram also has continuity problems in relating one
side of the street to the other, as seen in Figure 2.8.

The St. Paul Street study area has, in most cases, a
Principle#9
building height-to-meet-width ratio of 1 :4. The best
Building height-to-street
ratio of 12.7 was found at the West side of the Cawston
-width ratios between
and St. Paul intersection. An argument could also be
t:l and l:4
made t hat the Bertram Street apartment buildings,

because of their sheer height coupled with the long
setbacks, for a 1:3.7 ratio, are acnüilly worse at defining
the street than the 1:4 single-family houses. This point is
well made by Hans Blumenfeld in his book 7he Mdenz

Mrtropolis: "it has been observed that, when the small
dimensions of places exceed four hundred-fi@ feet ( 137
meters), spatial definition is weak and becomes 'more
that of a field than a plaza, despite the great height of the
structures' " (quoted fiom: Jacobs -4.. 1993,277).
Therefore, while ratios may stay the same, those that
obtain that ratio through lower buildings and narrower
streets are those streets that are better defined.
Principle# 19
Complexity and UNty of

Limited complexity and unity of design are found on

Design

Bertram and St. Paul Streets.

Of 2 14 units, including commercial, industrial,
institutional and residential, al1 but eighty-seven had
Principle#20

entrances at ground level connecting to the street. Of

Entrances on the street

these eighty-seven residential units, only two were found

in buildings other than the two apartment complexes on
Bertram Street.

The apartment buildings' lack of Street front entrances

represents an urban design weakness.

Through city funding and/or developer land donation,
pedenrian arcades could be created. Pedestrian oriented
streets could also be created in key locations. For
example, a potential woonerf or pedestrian arcade
connection could exist by extending Fuller Avenue,
through the 'Kelowna Daily Courier' parking lot, to St.
Paul Street. Other elements of poor urban design could

be deait with throush design guidelines or regulations
such as a New Urbanism style zoning by-law.

1
CORONATION AVE.

600 feet

FULLER AVE.

DOYLE AVENUE

u

1. Heritage

Heritage resources. including buildings and trees.

Precedents
Areas such as Toronto's
'Kings' have
successfully capitalized
on their heritage assets
as could the St. Paul

represent opportunities for enhancing the diversity of the
area. The Bertram Street heritage house in particular,
has potential to be used for a community-oriented use.
In combination, this house, the adjoining vacant lot and
the next adjoining church could possibly become an

'urban village node'.

Street area.

Creating a community node around the Lrnited Church
and Miss Storey's heritage house (1322 Bertram St.)
will give the district a stronger sense of identity,
hopefuliy leading to greater community involvement and
action.

2. Proposed Arts
and Cultural

District

QPDO~~UII~&
The City of Kelowna dong with the Kelowna and
District Arts Council (KADAC), has been exploring the
concept of creating a rnixed use . k s and Cultural

Precrdent
District around Ellis Street. This concept would see the
Like Toronto's 'Kings"

traditional warehousing area next to the St. Paul Street
a m changing uses and

area, revitalized for arts and cultural activities. A revival
ailowing flexibility for
of this area offers great potential for residential
obsolete warehousing
intensification in the St. Paul Street area.
districts ofien helps
revitalize them.

Potrr~tiniRes~onses
Alternative housing options are a real potential for this
area with an adjacent A r t s and Cultural District.
Alternative housing options rnight inciude large, flexible
loft spaces, CO-housing,and worknive spaces.
Alternative land tenure arrmgements are possible here as
well, such as Land Trusts and Coop housing. These
possibilities will need to be recognized in land use
regulations.

3. City Policy

Favouring
Downtown Edge
Op~ot-t
tïizi~

Neigh bourhoods

City of Kelowna policy favours redevelopment of this

area and, in general, supports the concept of

Prec*edent
Victoria's Harris Green
neighbourhood and
Toronto's 'Kings' have
received special
regulations tailored to

encouraging development in and around the downtown
core vernis supporting development elsewhere. Policies
favounng this area bode well for future initiatives to
attract special regdatory considerations, dong with
financial assistance for 'beautification' of city streets.
increased park expenditures, and social assistance.

their specific
circumstances.

Poterztial Respor~ses

The City could explore means of implementing or
supporting a self-adrninistered, self-supporting
community controiied agency to deal with physicai,
economic and social redevelopment of the area through
complete community involvement. Agencies may
include a city mandated 'Urban Village' Improvement
District, a city initiated Land Trust, design charrettes, an
Area Redevelopment Agency or a combination of
existing private organizations and pub tic organizations.

Threats
1. Speculation
7hreat
Isme

Toronto's '-Main Streets
Initiative' recognizes
problems of large-scaie
development. Instead, it
sees srnali-scde
incrementai,

Two-thirds of the properties in this area are owned by
numerous absentee landlords (Appendix $2 and Figure
2.4) and "where the ownership pattern is highly

fiagmented, there are usually competing interests
making land assembly a difficult task" (Emeneau. 1996,
69). This creates a serious impediment to achieving

stable and viable residential neighbourhoods.

intensification by
homeowners, local
business persons, and
smail developers, as
more appropriate. Land
consolidation and
speculation are not
looked upon favourably.

it is well known that this area is slated for
redevelopment. The city plans cal1 for conventional,
modemism style redevelopment. Consequently,
investors and developers have bought property on
speculation. As demand for property has increased, so
too has the price. Increasing pnces may subsequently
stifle the capacity of ail but the Iargest of developen to
redevelop or consolidate land for redevelopment.

Means must be sought to attract the interest of, and to
privilege small-scaie developers, developing to an overali
plan.

Poterttzd Resporrse.~

Through regulations. financiai incentives, and other
initiatives, the City c m favour srnall-scale developen in

this area. Changes to the zoning bylaw may be the first
place to am by regulating maximum floor space and
building size. Also, those regulations that limit or hinder
smail-scale developers, if elirninated or reduced. should
automatically make them more cornpetitive.

2. North End
Connector
Threuts
isszre

In Livable Srnets,
Donald Appleyard

The City of Kelowna has proposed that Clement Avenue
become a major arterial road comecting the city's
northem-eastern suburbs to the downtown.

illustrates how
increasing traffic
volumes result in
business people and
residents becoming
more introverted and

This proposal threatens the desirability of the St. Paul
Street area by increasing noise, t r a c and pollution,
Ieading to deterioration in housing stock dong Clement
Avenue. Social interaction on a neighbourhood level
may also be irnpaired.

socially isoiared.
Physical deterioration
soon follows.

Providing more bicycle lanes on Clement and better
transit service throughout the city, combined with higher

parking fees and more restrictions on downtown
parking, the City should be able to avoid the need for
any road widening on Clement Avenue. Along with this,

some simple streetscaping and trafic calming measures
should help in reducing t r a c speed and noise.

3. Commuter
Through-Traff~c
Threat

and Non-Resident
The area's close proximity to downtown, without

Parking

downtown's metered parking. leads many downtown
ernployees to park in this predominantly residential area.

Issriti

Victoria's Harris Green
has proposed traffic

calming as a way of
reducing negative
impacts associated with
their current 80%
"through traffic"

Wo Parking' signs in front of driveways and homes are
quite common. Hi& weekday traffic volumes occur on
Cawston Avenue as cornmuters drive through the
neighbourhood (illustrated in Figure 3.9). increases in
cornmuter trafic using the area may represent a threat to
the current low levels of noise and traffic and therefore

could ultimately negate a current major strength of the

study area.

problem.

Potenfial Remotzses
The creation of more pedemrian onented streets,
through traffic calming measures in this area, will help
reduce trafic volumes and noise. Another measure
includes the restriction of street parking to residents
only, from Monday to Friday, as is done elsewhere in the

city. Above dl, an experirnental car-free urban village
may be considered (see: Engwicht, 1993, 15 1 ).

4. Safety & Crime

Thrent

The study area has a problem with perceptions of high
issue

crime, and this has not been helped by a number of hi&-

Victoria's Harris Green

publicity crimes in the area, such as a murder, some

area is attempting to

open drug activïty, and recent home invasions. The

resolve safety and crime

perception and reality of crime in this area is not only a

issues through better

threat to attracting future residents, but it is also a threat

urban design.

in tems of retaining existing residents.

By encouraging more people to live in this are%crime

should decrease as people begin to care about the place

where they live.

5. Insensitive

Regdations
Suppressing Full

Range of

Threnr

Redevelopment

Some mles and regulations have hindered old-style as

Possibiiities

well as New Urbanism-style redevelopment; threatening

Issue

goals for future medium-density development.

Regdations by al1 Ievels
of government help or

A problematic regulation expressed by business people,

hinder development, and

developers and individuals aiike, is the burden of parking

differentidly influence

requirements. Not ail developers are concemed about

types of development.

parking requirements, usudly depending on whom the

Toronto's 'Xings" and

developer is marketing to. However, those markets not

'Main Streets Initiative"

requiring vast quantities of parking are currently being

plus Victoria's "Harris

inhibited from proceeding. For example, single farnily

Green Charrette"

dwellings built prior to the 1976 Zoning By-law had no

precedents have Ied to

parking requirements. At that time many of the small-lot

no more than basic

single-family housing (40feet x 1OOfeet), on such streets

regulations for design

as Coronation Avenue, had no off-street parking. This

and use, based on the

was adequate since most residents did not then own a

idea that 'markets' can

best determine details.

vehicle, and lived close to downtown. .Many residents in
the St. Paul Street area today, do not own a vehicle.
though the current and proposed Zoning By-law
requires a minimum of two spaces for ail new housing.
Effectively. this hinders small-scale intensification.

Z o ~ n gbylaws based on New Urbanisrn concepts deai

more with urban fonn while giving greater fiexibility to
the users. Such a zoning byiaw should help favour

small-scale developers and individuais in this area of the
City.

6. Depressed
Market Conditions
Kelowna was experiencing upwards of 7% population
growth, per annum in the early 1990s. in 1998,

Issue
Will lower housing
demand negatively
affect the St. Paul Street
area?

population growth (based on 2.2persons per dwelling
unit times 208 dwelling unit, building permits from
January 1998 to May 1998) has dropped to less than one
percent. This slowing of growth has reduced market
demand for housing which has subsequently reduced
new construction activity and led many property owners
in the St. Paul Street area, as in other areas of the city,

to liquidate their property assets. Depressed market
conditions threaten to stall redeveloprnent of this area
for an indefinite penod of time.

Poterztial Responses

if the area is able to attract new residents because of its

character, location and vitality, it will be abIe to
redevelop incrementally on a continual bais even in
poor economic conditions. The key condition is the
need to attract people to the area. Current market
demand does favour this area's type of housing supply.

Strategic Vision

A 'vision' is often a practical tool for focusing on the poteaial for what could exist in

the niture. It is also a way of describing the desired outcome of a plan since many plans
may conjure up different ideas about what that plan wi11 acheive. Therefore, a 'vision' of

the St. Pau1 Street m a has been given below.

71re areu 's prerniere locatiorz niîracied r r w r2sidents unci bmiriesses. benveerz 1Y Y 8 and
2015, whik encot~rugittgmore pedesnian activity rnthrr thun vehiczilar -el.

The

already existing exampies of good zrrbarz design were prrserved and rrpented more
extemiveiy ar deïelopment cor~tzmred More b~rildingsruther rhmz a fai: muIl
buildings rather fhan large. mmimzrmfmr-storey btrildings. mix of bzrildztig ages, Street
facade conîim~ity;these are ail examples of the good irrbnn design t h was alteadj
znheretzi

zri

mzrch of the m. nese existirig elements, highiy covefed by the Arew

C'rbanism rnoveement, were eqanded upon and e n h c e d so thnt the irrbun fabric corilci

be 'recoilstnicted'.
The previmsly weakened. but historically dominam, pedestrian e~zviromnent\VUS
restored mzdfurther e n h c e d thrmgh physical means. People were erzticed to wulk
aZong tree-hed, short streets m o n g slow rnovzng t r f l c . Cyciing, roller-blading n,>J
other non-moturized trmsportatzon and recreatiorfal acfivitiesb e g . to occrrr together
on vzbrurzt und active streets.
certain bI&

Pedestrim pockeis and pedestrim arcades linking

beizefted bofh local residetts and visitors who find Ihe caea interesting

Other amibzrtes thut helped tzrrn the St. Pml Street mea into a vibram "urtisan d

l

bzrsxness irzczrbator " district. war the presenation of herirage brrildings and nees thaî
added stretgth of diversity, historical and social attachmmt. With the ovenvhrhrng
prese~zceofpeople andf-v cars. the previoz~sijlow noise lewls were mait~taimri. This
peacefil setting mottg

a

vzbrunt are0 helped uttract more people to lzw iir it.

Affordirble hozning also remuined becmrse. along the lines of i + r ~ vL ' r b m i . . , ir was
individtrals h o rebzrilt und revitulized the area with malI arzd ajfjîordaabie hozrsing.
n>id even somr mall-scole itzdirsn-).. With un emergîtzg ans utrd
shops, bbr~si~mses

ctrltzrrul district otre block [O the west, mccess began to spill over into the SL Pm! Speer
urea.

The Arts mtd Czrltzrral district wns n place for mmy birsi~tessrsami pzrblic

activities. but it was the St. Paul Street aren ivhew people begat~ro settie otz n
permanent b&

mzd c d home. Commirr~igarsociatom hcrre begn~rto thrivr and

regrrIur meetings m d events happett now at 'Utzired Conrer ' on Bertram and Cmimsto~r
Avemte. The healrly mix of residerzts ahvqs rnokes the formal and itlfonnol gazherirzgs
lzvefy and borsterutis.
It w m not ahvays a smooth tnznsition to ivhat the 9 Pmrl Street area is in 7018. Poor

irrbm design in some meas took a great deal of efort to mec&.

Once the

Comprehensive St. Pazd District Zorthrg byIm wns in place. along with the
mchitechrral grridelines, the disnicr 's architeci and commrrnip design reïiew pmlel,
had on& minor p r o b h s to contend with. ?t took much Iobbying by the Kelmtm Lmd
Tnrst and concemed citizens to address issues of Iimited p

k space und some instances

of poor urban design. l71e long blocks, those over 6jOfeet fot1g. were eventtcally
rectrfid with pedestrim arcdes. Uther design p d l e m s were recnfied within the St.
Paul Dishict's, Nnv C'rbmim buse4 Zoning Bylmv. l71e hardrst battle was creafing
incentivesfor malI developers mtd irzdividial property mners while discorraging land
conroldztioonfor medizrrn and Iwge-scale developments. This was evetzhrdy achieved

4.4

Strategy Analysis

The City of Kelowna, if it is to realize this the 'strategic vision', will need to undertake
regdatory changes and municipal investment. The latter would entai1 new community
facilities, public space enhancernent such as streetscape beautification, and support for
organizations promoting redevelopment and comunity-building.

Existing inner city areas such as St. Paul's have a set of circumstances that are not
conducive to increasing density by way of a conventional development model. Under the
conventional development model, denved from Modemism theory, land needs to be
assembled in large parcels in order to create large-scale developments that realize
'econornies of scale' . However, this development model is subsidized and supponed
with regdatory and institutional conditions that allow it to be favoured over other
development practices.

Cities in the past, would grow incrementdy through numerous ongoing small-scale
developments. Such developments included additions to houses, addition of another
floor, a new larger building on a smalt site, or a few owners pooling their resources for a
small project. The culmination of these developments created the varied, diverse, and
interesting pre-W. W. II urban environrnents that are so revered and admired today . This
kind of development halted afier W.W.11.

Instead the Modernism Movement

theoreticians favoured large-scale development under the rubric of 'urban renewal' for
imer city areas. Regulatory tools were shaped to reflect Modernism ideals. These tools
are still highly used today.

The 'large-scale development model' may be appropriate in some areas, but the general
bias towards large-scale developrnent has diinished the possibilities for small-scale
development elsewhere. With changes to such conditions as highly structured zoning

niles and regulations, a more flexible, adaptable and diverse development cornmunity

may emerge.

In favouring small-scale developrnent, one must ask, 'Who builds for whom?'

Medium

and large developers typicdy build for profit with the expectation that consumers will
purchase the product. Srnail-scale development is geared more towards individuals who
buiId for themselves, their fadies and/or their businesses.

Therefore,

to

encourage medium-density

redevelopment,

there must

be

an

encouragement of small-scale, incremental intensification through regulatory changes,
targeted municipal investment and a development catalyst.

Four broad 'framework strategies' need to be applied to this area of the city. Infonned
by the evidence gathered and outlined in the preceding chapters, the strategy elements

outlined below, should frame or shape the Action Plan.

Strategy #1: Reconstruction

of the urban fabnc

The St. Paul Street area is already conducive to redeveloprnent along the lines of an
imer city New Urbanisrn redevelopment model. Since the area was built in the preW.W.11 erq the urban fonn, street pattern and lot layout al1 match the ideals of inner city

New Urbanisrn.

However, there are some 'darnaged' areas that need to be 're-

constructed' .

These 'darnaged' parts include the need for reconstmction and enhancement of the street

pattern. Long blocks need to be shortened and pedestrian-oriented activity needs to be
more heavily favoured. Aiso, the buildings in tems of the overall urban fabric, need to
achieve some cohesiveness, sorely lacking in some areas. Urban design aspirations need
a regulatory framework that considers the urban f o m as a primary concem. L'ses within

that urban form becorne a secondas, concern to building typology.

The curent

'damage' has been caused in part because these concems are currently switched. Use
currently dictates urban form and when use changes. so too does urban form. Ultirnately
this has lead to either a chaotic urban form in sorne places or in other places a sterile,
monotonous, single use area.

The entire district needs to be recognized as a distinct

urban village with a cohesive urban form and a diversity of uses, and treated accordingly.
An urban village would include a centre node, boundaries, mixed uses and community
identity.

Strategy #2: Creation of a Development Cataiyst

Currently, many different stakeholders exist, each with littie power to influence the
future of the area. Since the area is in a state of stagnation, a development catalyst is
needed.

One development cataiyst may be the creation of an Area Redevelopment Agency to

fùnction as an umbrella organization whereby each stakeholder (property owner and
renters) c m still operate individually but ail are working towards a cornmon goal and
under the same regdations and incentives. This agency m u a be democratic where each

property owner has equal representation and equal power, and where renters are given a
chance to participate. Decision-making must be finalired at the community level. The
agency must have the power to change the regdations goveming its bounded area. It
must also have financial powers to receive and spend funds. These funds should corne
fiom two sources. The first should be grant money from the municipality and the
regionai district. These governrnent bodies should also give proponionai funds from
each of their departments according to what each department would normally spend in
the area. Secondly, funds should be generated fiom the property owners thernselves
through an 'Area Redevelopment Levy'. The funds received by the agency should be
used according to the agency's discretion with the consensus of al1 the property owners.
An administrator for the asency should be hnded through the 'Area Redevelopment
Levy'.

A second alternative is to hire or direct a planning officer to devote energy aimed at

creating a strong cornmunity. This 'comrnunity building' cataiyst would encourage
residents to aay in the area and invest by involving them in community building
activities. This rnay include everything fkom building a comrnunity hall to 'cornrnunity
gardens' and Street festivals. The key for the catalyst to work is having the devotion of
at least one individual to organize 'community building' events.

Another possible development catalyst would be using the St. Paul Street area as a
demonstration project area for urban redevelopment dong New Urbanism principles.
This would involve the Canadian Institute of Planners, the City of Kelowna and other

This would involve the Canadian Institutc of Planners, the City of Kclowna and other
interestcd organizations both public and private. A smailer scale dcmonstration projcct
may involve the City of Kelowna and a group of local. private developers who would
market their products, the area and the innovations they have created for 'urban living'.

Stnitegy #3: Creation of a community node

For the development cataiyn to operate, it will need a community facility to operate
f?om. This facility should be centrally tocated uithin the area and should help in creating
a community node. Municipal finding will be needed for this purpose.

Municipal

funding may include a long-term interest fiee loan to be ultimately re-paid by the Area
Redeveloprnent Agency, if formed, or a Business Improvement Area body.

Strategy #1: Creation of a New Urbanisrn Regulatory Framework

In the late 1990s, it has becorne apparent that the goals of the Official Community Plan
for medium-density development in this area are not being achieved. It is also apparent
that current regdations favour large development schemes, based on the ideals of the
Modemism rnovement. This area is not particularly receptive to such schemes yet at the
same time regdatory circumstances, dong with other variables, prevent redevelopment
dong the ünes of a New Urbanism redevelopment model.

This New Urbanism redevelopment model may need to be put in the context of the

specific arca as opposed to a reworking to the entirc city Zoning bylaw. A complete
review of the City of Kelowna's Zoning bylaw is to be completed in the fdl of 1998.
ï h i s zoning review however, is based on a refining of the existing 'Modem' zoning

bylaw. Therefore, an area specific 'New L'rbanism' zoning bylaw will likely be required.

This may be done in the form of a Comprehensive Deveioprnent Zone for the area with
the applicant being, an agent of the City itself, or the Area Redevelopment Agency
described in the precedng Strategies.

Conclusion

The St. Paul Street area has a great deal of potentid with many of the physical, social
and economic preconditions aiready in place for New Urbanism style redevelopment.
However, the current spectre of Modemism style redevelopment has caused great
turinoil in the area. With the prospect of Modemism redevelopment, the area has
becorne highly transient, initiating a vicious cycle of instability. Along with this, past
speculation &ove up pnces to exorbitant levels, to the point where everyone was playing

a redevelopment waiting game. Speculation and the associated high prices, seems to
have peaked recently, and also, prices have f d e n as sorne assets have been sold o E The

pnces of other properties are still at relatively high levels, especidy from the perspective
of attracting srnail-scale developer entrants to the redevelopment market.

New Urbanism based, redevelopment may take place. This will require action by the city
that brings al1 aakeholders together in a way that allows them to be proactive.

It is important to note that: "The key link in a perpetual slum is that too many people

move out of it too fast- and in the meantirne dream of getting out. This is the link that

has to be broken if any other efforts at overcoming slurns or sium life are to be of the
least avail." (Jacobs, 196 1 ,27 1 ) While characterizing the study area as a slum would be

a mistake, the St. Paul Street area will need significant physical and community building
actions initiated by the City of Kelowna. if redevelopment is to occur and if people are
willingiy to choose and desire this as a place to cal1 home. Most importantly 'ihe effort
to create an urban village in physicai fom is only a means to an end. The means are
buildings, roads and parks. The end is improving relations between people" (Sucher.
1995,9).

CHAPTER #5: ACTION PLAN

5.1

CurrentContext

A lack of investment, nailed development, regulatory problems, small lots not conducive

to parcel consolidation, but an excellent location and vast potential, are charactenstics of
KeIowna's St. Paul Street area's current condition.

The 12 hectare area is located adjacent to the downtown core and within walking
diaance of the Okanagan Lakefiont.

Within this are& the City of Kelowna has

designated 'future medium-density' residentiai and commercial development.

However, while some new development has occurred, most development potentiai has

been thwarted by various factors. Regdatory conditions, market forces and land
econornics combined, have stalled effons at conventional development.

Within the conventional Modernism development rnodel, the creation of medium-density
residential development can occur in only lirnited ways. This choice is essentially limited
to the creation of medium and large-scale developments. While other ways of creating
medium-density development exist, they are not possible 4 t h the current regulatory

and planning framework in the City of Kelowna.

Market forces and land economics are such that the conventional Modemkm
development model does not work well in the pre-W.W.11urban form, St. Paul Street
area. Land consolidation of eisting srnail lots is difficult and tirne consuming. The lots
are aiso not long enough to provide adequate square footage for econornically viable
medium-density projects. Land coas are also at a premium, limiting economic potentiai
by medium and large developers.

The conventional Modernism type development model and regdatory system needs to be
questioned if the goal of redeveloping this area into medium-density development is to
be achieved.

As developrnent stagnates. the potential for new medium-density development still

exists, but only through a difTerent development model, and therefore a difTerent set of
reguiations, incentives and institutional arrangements.

5.2

Strategy

The preceding chapters have illustrated how a New Urbanism based redevelopment
strategy wodd be beneficiai to the St. Paul Street area. The strategy has outlined the

nced for a development cataiyst. This catalyst could occur as an Ana Redevelopment
Agency, through a 'cornmunity-building' initiative, or through a 'demonstration project'.

Separately or in conjunction with the developmem catalya, the City of Kelowna will

embark on a strategy of 'reconstmcting the urban fabric' for City owned and mainrained
propew, including nreets and public spaces.

These broad strategies have led to the following 'Action Plan' for the St. Paul Street

area. The City of Kelowna will promote the arategc vision and nrategies. outlined in
Chapter i4, through actions explained in the following set OF 'Action Plan'
recommendations, in line with the possible phasing outlined in Figure 5.0.

Figure 5.0: Action Plan Phasing

ACTIONS

Create a Development
Catalyst

1 Reconstruct the Urban
Fa bric

Create a Community
Hall

Implement a New
Zoning Bylaw for
the Study Area

ACTION PLAN
Action #1:
"Create a Development Catalyst"

Responsibility:

Planning and Development Seniccs

Funding:

Social Planning Grants Fund, Planning Department funds

A 'development catalya' that will encourage an interest in the St. Paul Street area is

needed. Three possible examples are explained below.

Examplef!1: An Area Redevelopment Agency
An 'Area Redevelopment Agency' that pulls together al1 stakeholders in a cohesive,

economic and social union, could be a means of initiating action in this arca. The
agency, while initiated with finding and legal backing from the City, would evennially be

a self-administered and self-supported institution. Its mandate and goal would be to
improve the area, increase density to an overall medium level, and to do this within a
regdatory fiamework laid out under a New Urbanism area specific zoning by-law. It

would also act as a 'comunity builder'.

The basic h e w o r k involves the establishment of the k e a Redevelopment Agency
through City 'seed' money. It mus also encompass, Iegally, ail property owners in the
area. Each propev owner may have one vote and one vote oniy. Property owners with

more than one parcel uill only have one vote. This is to ensure that iepresentation is
based on the ownership of propers: not the amount of property owned. The Ares
Redevelopment Agency

(a)
must be operated democratically.

Renten in the area

mus be allowed sorne form of power as must the City and generai public. The greatest

share and control of power must however, rest with the members belonging to the -NU.

4 full-time aafhember will be hired throua an initial ARA property le..

Staff will be

continually employed as decided upon by the members of the ARA.

Example#2: A 'Community-Building' Initiative
A 'community-building' initiative would involve the understanding that the current

residents are the most likely to stay in the area, and to invest in homes, businesses and
the community. Moa people in this area are renters. The housing stock in the area is
the type that most of these renters will likely buy in the future as indicative of the current

real estate trends. However, most will probably buy in other areas of the city unless the
situation changes. To encourage them to buy and invest in this area, it is necessary to
build an anachment to the area through a 'comrnunity-building' initiative.

This initiative needs to involve a dedicated individuai wbo will organize cornnunity
activities such as building a 'community hall', creating a neighbourhood park, starting a
'community garden' on vacant lots, organizing Street festivals and the like.

This

individuai could be a planning officer fiom the current Planning and Development
Services Department or a new planning officer could be hired for such purposes.

Example $3 : A Demonstration Project
A third approach to creating a development catalyst is organizing a 'St. Paul

Demonstration Project for urban Living'.

The project could be an area-wide

demonstration project, sponsored by the City of Kelowna the Urban Development
Institute, the Canadian Institute of Planners and other interested organizations both
private and public. The goal would be to illustrate how a New L'rbanism based
redeveloprnent initiative would work in downtown edge areas. This may also be done at
a smaller scale with the City of Kelowna and local developers demonstrating the
possibilities and potential of 'urban Living'. This would be done through a concened

effort especially involving existing land-owners.

Action #2:
"Reconstruct the Urban Fabric"
Reconstmcting the urban fabnc involves the expenditure of municipal funds on
improving the existing public spaces, streetscapes and public buildings to restore and
enhance the pre-W.W.11 urban form. This urban form includes the existence of short
blocks. pedestrian orientation versus vehicle orientation and the prominence of public
space over private space.

Fundamentdy, this means creating a cornplete, diverse

comrnunity otherwise known in this location, as an 'urban village'.

The following actions are therefore necessary to bnng this to hition:

Action #2.1:

Officially Designate Lot 18, Plan 1303 and Loti, Pian 1303

as a road right-of-way.
Responsibility:

Works and Utilities Department/ City Council

Funding:

Current Works and Utilities Budget

Explanation:

The curent fine-grainroad system is characteristic of well
designed uhan areas. To officiaily designate this property as a
road rightsf-way would create security and assurances for
surrounding properties that a well designed urban area of fine-

grained streets and shon blocks so critical to divene econoniic
actitity and stability, will remain

Action #2.2:

Create a pedestrian arcade connection between Cawaon Avenue
and Doyle Avenue, connecting Ellis Street with St. Paui Street.

Fuller Avenue should also be extended east, comecting uith
St. Paul Street. The entire length of Fuller Avenue should be
made into a pedestrian oniy street. It is also suggeaed that the

E W S t . Paul right-of-ways be no more than 12 metres in nidth as
outlined in the Ontario hfininsy of Housing's ,%InkiitgChoicrs:

A lrenmrive De velopmenl S r d a r d s Giiidehe .
Responsibility:

City of Kelowna Engineering Depariment

Funding:

Undeterrnined

Explanation:

The St. Pau1 Street block is too long for a healthy and vibrant

urban atmosphere of commercial and residential pedestrian
oriented activity. Short blocks create physical attributes necessary

for a well-functioning urban entironment. Without proper
physical settings, economic conditions will remain stagnant.

Action #2.3:

Irnplement traffic calming meanires on Cawston Avenue between
Richter and St. Paul Street

Responsibiiity:

City of Kelowna Engineering Department

Funding:

Undet errnined

Explanation:

Cawston Avenue has the highest trafic loads frorn cornmuters
using the areet as a short cut for access to neighbourhoods
beyond the downtown core. T r a c caiming measures will ensure
the traffic will behave in a marner consistent with a residential
area. A traffic calmed Cawston Avenue fiom Richter, evenmally
though to Water Street, would also create a pleasant pedestrian
connection to the Arts and Cultural District and lakefront beond.

Action #3:
T r e a t e a Community Node"
The node must include a 'cornmunity hall'. a 'public square, park or plaza' and may also.
but not necessarily include retail shops in the immediate vicinity. While the physical
elements can be created, it is the comrnunity aspect that will determine the success of the

area as a complete, working community. Facilities must therefore be present for this to
occur. These facilities are necessary as a first step to creating community and stability.
When aability and community have been established, then actual building c m begin and
can be successfiil.

ACt'ion #3.1:

Purchase Lot 8, Plan 2085 for the purpose of creating a small
neighbourhood park. A "cemetery park" is suggested as an urban
design link between the church and the heritage house.
Maintenance and management of the site will be conducted
through the 'Partners in Parks' program. Consideration should
also be given to purchasing Lot 18, Plan 2085 for the creation of

a' park square' with the church and heritage house in the middle.
Responsibility:

City of Kelowna Parks Department and Planning Department

Funding:

DCC park acquisition fùnds for the vacant lot

Expfanation:

Municipal investment is a key ingredient in beautifjmg an area and
attracting potential residents to live there. The vacant lot
neighboured by a church and heritage house offers great potential.
This could help in creating a strong 'neighbourhood node'.

Action #3.2:

The city should ternporady withhold any dernolition permit that is
requeaed for Loti, Plan 2085 on Bertram Street, and negotiate
purchase of il.

Responsibility:

Planning and Development Services

Funding:

A 30 year, no-interest loan from the City Contingency fùnd. for

the purchase of 1323 Bertram by the 'Area Redevelopment
Agency'. D o m payment will corne fiom an Area Redevelopment

agency levy. A Hentage Foundation gram c m be one source for
building renovation.
Explanation:

The herïtage house, used as a cornmunity asset, can help in
creating a strong neighbourhood node. This neighbourhood node

will enhance comrnunity identity and attachent and likely entice
others to live here. The heritage house may become the office of

an Area Redevelopment Agency.

Action #4:
"Create a New Urbanism Based
Comprehensive Zone for the Study

R ~P OsM ~ bility: Planning and Development Services
FUndi ng: Current budget allocations for Zoning Bylaw Review

The preceding chapters have illustrated why a New Urbanism style regulatory mode1 is

necessary for this pre-W. W.11 area. This cornprehensive zone will also need to recognize
the different sub-areas and regulate accordingly.

Within a small spatial area, boundaries of different districts merge here. Because of this,
the study area is in essence a combination of four different building forms. As identified
in the Jackson-Taylor precedent, different areas exist within the overall district.

Accordingly, three different building typologies were created as a regulatory framework
for redevelopment. St. Paul Street area exhibits four different building typology areas as
outlined in Figure 5.1 .

CAWSTON

Area #I: St. Paui Street
Existing

St. Paul Street has histon~allybeen a mix of industrial,
commercial and residential. In the 1990s' the downtown
commercial core has been expanding into this area. In
effect, St. Paui Street is a transitional area where
commercial. Iight industrial and residential uses compete
for dominance with none gaining a clear foothold. It is

an area that absorbs the expansion and contraction of the
different districts including the downtown core. -4sa
transitional. mixed-use area it needs to be r e c o w e d
for what it is and regulated accordingly.

Consequently, the Street needs an urban form that is
characteristic of the downtown core.

Buildings and

regdations must be extremely flexible to accommodate
ever changing uses, whether commercial, residential or
light industriai uses.

With direction from Toronto's

'Main Streets initiative' and the 'Kings', plus Victoria's
'Harris Green Neighbourhood', a draft zone for St. Paul
Street has been prepared and is found in Appendix A of
this chapter. This zone is one part of a recornmended
'Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw for the entire study area.

Area #2: Bertram Street
Bertram Street, one block east, is much different than St.
Paul Street. It was a street of small homes on relatively
large lots that are now highly amenable to large
developrnents. In light of this, two apanment buildings
have been built on the east side of the street. On the
West side, land consolidation, minus one property. has

occurred and the owner is expecting to develop some
time in the fiiture. Two other consolidated 'blocks' of
properties on the east side are awaiting medium density
development of conventional rnid-rise (four storeys)
apartments. Bertram is the one block in the study area
that is receptive to maintaining medium and large-scaie
development,

though

based

on

New

Urbanism

pnnciples.

approximately four storeys, and entrances on the street.
The buildings should be residential only.

Area #3: Cawston, Coronation, Clement
Cawaon, Coronation and Clement Avenues represent
three streets that are least viable as places where
medium-density development can occur under the
current Modeinism development model. They do offer.
however, the potentiai to increase density to a medium
level by way of other development techniques if allowed
to do so.

An alternative development approach involves small-

scaie, incremental intensification whereby individual
property owners each increase their buildings or build
anew. The cumulative effect over time is a mediumdensity area that is diverse, interesting, adaptable,
flexible and built upon an ever gowing sense of
comrnunity. It also necessary to recognize the purely
residentiai character of these three streets. This is a sub-

area that has an urban forrn dissimilar From the other
streets.

The building typology would have a detached building
form, on small lots, residential uses only, and no more
than three storeys high. Parking would be in the rear.

Area #4: Yeigh bourhood Node

Fourthly, a faint neighbourhood 'node' exists within the
study m a . This couid be enhanced to create a solid
identity and

community

gathering point,

fùnher

enhancing the atuactiveness of the area to potential new
residents and existing residents alike.

This area as

illustrated in FigureS. 1, covers three lots.

The lots

contain a church, vacant land and a heritage house. A
strong 'cornmunity node' could be created by Linking
and enhancing these three properties.

The cornmunity and institutional building typoiogy,
would be unregulated from a zoning perspective.
Instead form, style, and character, would be decided
upon by the cornmunity of the day, according to its
values, goals and sense of identity at that point in time.
A New Urbanism style zoning by-law for this area is

illustrated in figure 5.2 on the following pages.

Figure 5.2: St. Paul Comprehensive Development Zone

St. Paul Comprehensive Development
Zone
Pream ble
The purpose of the Comprehensive Developrnent Zone is to provide for the
coordinated development of the lands known as the St. Paul Street k e a . The

area is outlined in Figure 5.1. This zone will allow for medium-density
development, mixed uses and the creation of a complete 'urban village'.

Unless otheniise specified in this bylaw, the regulations and definitions of the

City of Kelowna Zoning By-law will apply.

The comprehensive zone is divided into four different building typology areas and
regulated accordingiy as outlined below and geographicdy defined in Figure 5.1.

Area #1: Downtown Transition Zone
Purpose
To provide a transitional zone on the fnnge of the downtown commercial area where
mixed, flexible uses occur.

Perrnitted Uses
a)

Ail uses may occur on the first and second floor, except those uses which rnay
present environmental dangers causing noise, air and water pollution.

Subdivision Regulations
a)

Minimum lot width is 7.Sm

b)

Minimum lot depth is 18m

C)

Maximum lot width is 60rn

Development Regulations
a)

Maximum height is the lessor of 1 1S m or three storeys

b)

No less than 80% of a building's front facade shall be built farther than 4.511

from the front property line. Side and rear yard setbacks shail be a minimum of
O.Om in cornpliance with 'Development Regulations c)"
c)

Minimum side and rear setbacks shall be at a distance where adjoining
neighbouring buildings shall have no shadows cast on front and back walls at

12:OOnoo~on June 2 1, by the building in question.
d)

Maximum commercial floor area is 3600square metres

Parking
a)

No parking shall be located within 4.5m of the front property Iine. Vehicle
access shail be via a back Iane or 3m wide side yard access.

b)

No parking is required.

Other Regulations
a)

Commercial and office uses are not pexmitted above the second floor.

Area #2: Urban Village A~artments

Purpose
To provide a zone for medium-density, small-scale apartment or large attached singlefamily housing to occur in neighbourhoods adjacent to the downtown commercial core.

Permitted Uses
a)

Single and Multi-family housing

b)

Group homes, rninor

C)

Boarding or lodging houses

Secondary Uses
a)

Care centres, major

b)

Care centres, minor

c)

Home based business, minor

Subdivision Regdations
a)

Minimum lot width is 7.51-4
except it is 10.5 for a corner lot

b)

Minimum lot depth is 18m

C)

Maximum lot width is 25m

Development Regdations
a)

Maximum site coverage is 70%

b)

Maximum height is the lessor of 1 1S m or 3storeys. except that it shall be 4.5m

for accessory buildings and for accessory structures
C)

Minimum site fiont yard is 3.0 m. Porches, ponicos, neps, etc, may extend
600cm into a front, side or rear yard.

d)

Minimum site side yard is 0.0 m. There shall be no windows or doors on the side
of the dwelling uniess it is 1.5 m o r fàrther from the nearest property line.

e)

Accessory buildings shall be located a minimum of 0 . h kom the rear property
line, minimum O.Om from the side property lines and a maximum of 6m from the
rear property line.

Parking:
a)

Parking shall be located and accessed fiom the rear of the property where a back
lane exists. Where no back lane exists, an access lane no more than 3.0m wide

will connect the Street with parking located no closer than 10m fkom the front
pmperty line. No parking shall be located in the front yard setback.
b)

No parking is required

Area #3: Urban Village Housing

Purpose:
To provide for a medium-density zone of detached housing on srnaller urban lots in
neighbourhoods adjacent to the downtown core.

Primary Uses:
a)

Single, two and three family residential

b)

Boarding and lodging homes

C)

Group homes

Secondary Uses:
a)

Care centres, minor and major

b)

Home based business, minor

Subdivision Regulations:
a)

Minimum lot width is 7.5m

Development Regulations:
a)

Maximum height is the Iessor of 9 S m or 3 aoreys except that it is 7m for
accessory buildings.

b)

Minimum fiont setback is 3m and maximum building depth is 15m

C)

Minimum side yard setbacks are 1 Sm

d)

Accessory buildings shall be built within a minimum of 0.0m from the rear
property line, O.Om from al1 side property iines and a maximum of 6m fiom the
rear propeny iine.

Parking:
a)

Parking shall be Iocated a minimum o f 0.0m from the rear property line, O.Om
fiom the side property lines and a maximum of 6m from the rear property line.

b)

No parking is required

Area #4: Communitv Buildings

Purpose:
To create a zone for important public buildings that are created by the community and
used by the public at large.

Permitted Uses:
a)

Churches

b)

Schools

c)

Libraries, museums, community halls and other facilities funded by the

community or municipal govemment.

Development Regulations:
All comrnunity buildings will be determined through a public design charrette sponsored
by the applicant. The ARA will have final decision on whether to accept or reject the

design proposal.

Parking:
a)

No parking is required

CHAPTER #6: CONCLUSION

6.1

General Research Findings

Cities of today are seeking ways of combating urban sprawl and its devastating effects.
The response has been to increase densities in existing urban areas. As a consequence,
many existing residential, commercial and indusvia1 areas on the edge of the central

business district have been slated for redevelopment with higher densities. While brown
field and green field sites on the edge of downtown cores are redeveloping, already built.
pre-W.W. II residential areas ofien remain stagnant.

The problem seems to be related to the Modernism movement. Modenùsm espoused
large-scale redevelopment, thus resulting in 'urban renewal' during the sixties and
seventies. 'Urban renewal' was an uhan planning disaster for various reasons and was
discontinued. However, in the current era, Modernism theory still has a strong grip on the
planning cornrnunity. Planning regdations have been even slower to change. The result is
a continued favourtism for large-scaie, wholesale redevelopment.

Consequently. in

existing built areas with diverse landowners, lot sizes and social composition,
redeveloprnent has not occurred. Mth this property ownership and physical pattern,
Modemisms' necessary precursor to redeveloprnent, lmd conroldatiott, becornes
diffcuit. At the same tirne, while large-scale redevelopment is difncdt, small-scale

development is thwarted by regulations, policy and ideologies that niil favour 'urban
renewal' .

Development stagnation and physicai deterioration can set in as large, medium and srnallscale development is unable to proceed due to various factors acting against each.

6.2

Response to Findings

It was found that a number of cities are addressing this problem of stagnant imer city

redevelopment from both the regulatory perspective and mon Unponantly, fiorn a new
theoretical perspective. PIanners across the continent in places such as Toronto and
Victoria are realking that Modernism rnust finally be laid to rest. Instead, planners are
looking to the days before Modemism for planning lessons. Consequentiy, instead of the
Modemism development model, planners are attempting to do things as has
hiaoricaily been done in cities. That is, cities have historically created higher density
development through small-scde, incremental intensification.

Tuming to a new

development mode1 based on flexibility, diversity, srnail-scale, and incrementalism,
requires change in the regulatory systern. This inciudes changes to legal entities such as
zoning bylaws and building codes.

It was found that the St. Paul Street area is composed of four different areas that need

different rcsponses based on their circumstances.

Four nrategïes were suggeaed as

means for in-filling, redeveloping and intensifjring the St. Paul Street area.

Implications

6.3.1 Planning Profession

For the planning profession, there needs to be a progressive move away from rigid
control, involvement with more stakeholders. favouring of local, small-scale developers,
more democracy, open-ness and more responsibility. As planners take lessons from the
ways cities have traditionally been built before the age of Modemism, many things corn

that pre-Modernism tirne will likely emerge. As Modernism fades away, the planner's
administrative role frorn that era will fade away with it. Planners need to be ready to grasp
the new roles demanded of them as they enter into a field between architecture and
administration--urban design.

6.3.2 St. Paul Street Area
If regdations, incentives and institutional structures that inherently promote srnall-scale
incremental intensification are forthcorning, then redevelopment will be an ongoing
process. It means that Bertram Street will become a street of medium-density, mediumsale apartment buildings. St. Paul Street will become a diverse street of mixed uses tying
together the different districts that converge here. Cawston, Coronation and Clement

Avenues will tmçform themselves on their own tems into a diverse array of mediumdensity detached housing. And in the geographical centre of this urban village will be the
community facilities and m e e ~ gplaces. The potential figure-ground configuration that
could emerge is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Overall, the goal of achieving a medium-density, mixed-use neighbourhood on the edge of
the downtown core will occur over time. Today, the net density of this neighbourhood
varies considerably from street to street. The net residential density on Beriram is 2 1 units
per hectare, Cawston Avenue has 7 units per hectare while Coronation has I I units per
hectare. Clement also cornes in at 1 1 units per hectare. The Kelowna Official Community

Plan cails for medium density ranging From 35-165 units per hectare. If the St. Paul Street
midy area is to develop into the medium-density area that the OCP calls for. then the area

must at the very least, double the number of residential units.

With srnall-xale,

incrernental intensification, this will occur through infill, additions and redevelopment in

mon of the area. This smd-scale, incrementai approach also allows for greater flexibility,
leading to innovation nich as cohousing, live/work spaces, and ecological design projects.
Diversity is the key, and as long as the St. Paul Street area has the opportunity to increase,
and not decrease, diversity, then it will thrive.

For the St. Paul Street study area, this approach also means that the people driving the
redevelopment of the area will be individuais and small groups, not corporations. It will

be the people planning and building their neighbourhoods, businesses and cornrnunity.

Figure 6.2 is a generd graphic representation of irnplemerned Actions fiom Chapter +5.

Time however, is the essential ingredient.
adapting.

With tirne cornes diversity, learning and

Giving St. Paul Street a regulatory framework that promotes small-scaie

incrernental intensification allows it time to create diversity, allows it time to learn and
ailows it time to adapt.

6.5 Conclusion

The St. Paul Street area is a small but incredibly educationd collection of uses, buildings
and history. From this srna11 are* one can see how traditionai city building took piace,

how Modemism affected it, and how there is potential to create a diverse and exciting cineighbourhood in this currently depressed urban environment.

This microcosrn in the City of Kelowna, if well understood from an histoncal and
theoreticai perspective, can only help in identifjing the practical necessities that need to be
present for the redevelopment of similar areas in rnany North Amencan cities, as lively
urban villages. A sense of community, belonging, social cohesion, economic diversity and

prospenty, are aii offered by the urban village concept. This fusion of, 'urban' and
'village' Mie, offers a kind of salvation and a renewed outlook of vitality for our once
proud inner city areas.

Fig.6.l Potential Future Figure-Ground

CORONATION AVE.

Ili il i t
CAWSTON AVE.
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I ~ ~ p e n d#2:
i x Land Ownership (October 1996)
Name of Owner
Robert Cousins. 560 Cawston
I ~ o y Keller,
d
568 Cawston
l~ovd
Keller. 568 Cawston
Rick Kussat, Port Coquitlam
Christian Bond, 565 Coronation
Georgina Brown, 559 Coronation
David Hamiiton, Kelowna
Mr. & Mrs. James, Kelowna
Nellie McCartnev. 562 Coronation
Rainer Schilling, Winfield
Brian Tostenson, Kelowna
Brian Tostenson, Kelowna
Dennis Schleppe, 573 Clernent
James Kelly, Kelowna
Peggy Salabeny, 557 Clement
M- Balantine,
Ina Tomicic, 1295 St. Paul
G. Grapentin, 535 Clement
Stuttefs Construction, 1216 S. Paul
Julia O'Connell, 1226 St. Paul
Kelowna Machine Works, 1247 Ellis
Monashee Manufacturing Corp.. 1247 Ellis
I~onashee
~anufacturiniCO&., 1247 Ellis
City of Kelowna
James Laing, Kelowna
JOrjan Developments, Kelowna
Angiolini Cusanelli. Calgary
Giuse~rxlanfrancesw. Kelowna
IWA Holding Society, 540 Cawston
D. Bolduc, 1302 St. Paul
G. Gibson. Kelowna
500971 BC Ltd., Kelowna
500971 BC Ltd., Kelowna
E. Weisbeck.. 1324
- St. Paul
Doeksen, 1330 St. Paul
A-1 Embroidery Ltd, 1334 St. Paul
R. Weber, Kelowna
canadian Newspaper Co. 550 Doyle
~AJLHoldinas Ltd.. Kelowna
Pacific Research Mgnt, Vancouver
Pacific Research Mgnt, Vancouver
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd. Kelowna
ILOU
Guidi ~onstnidionL-lowna
Luigi Cicchelli, Kelowna
Canadian Newspaper Co., 550 Doyle
Canadian N ~ w s D Co..
~ D550
~ ~Dovle
6. Cox, Surrey
Belvedere Developrnent Corp, Kelowna
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Belvedere Development Corp, Kelowna
Lot 27 Plan 645
1
1 Lot 28 Plan 645
Beivedere Development Corp, Kelowna
1 Lot 29 Plan 645
Beivedere Development Corp, Kelowna
Beivedere Development Corp, Kelowna
Lot 30 Plan 645
i
Belveâere Develo~mentCorn. Keiowna
Lot 31 Plan 645
1
1 Lot 18 PLan 2085 1
John Cummings, 571 Cawston
Unitarian Fellowship, 1310 Bertram
\Lot 19 Plan 2085
Unitarian Fellowship, 1310 Bertram
Lot 20 Plan 2085
1
G. Repp, 1309 Bertram
, Lot 21 Plan 2085
J. Janz, Kelowna
1 Lot 22 Plan 2085 1
G. R~PD.
Kelowna
t ~ o23
t dan 2085
i
Belvedere Development Corp, Kelowna
1 Lot 23 Plan 2085
j Lot 24 Plan 2085
Belvedere Developrnent Corp, Kelowna
I Lot 15 Plan 2085
Victor Schatz, Kelowna
~ i c t oScahtz.
r
Kelowna
Lot 16 Plan 2085
'
Victor SChatz, Kelowna
Lot 17 Plan 2985
N. Kummer. Kelowna
i Lot D Plan 2085
N. Kummer, Kelowna
I Lot 1 Plan 2085
N. Kummer, Kelowna
1 Lot 2 Plan 2085
!Lot 3 Plan 2085
John Krasniuk, 1342 Bertram
N. Kummer, Kelowna
!Lot 4 Plan 2085
N. Kummer. Kelowna
i Lot 5 Plan 2085
N. Kummer, Kelowna
' Lot 6 Plan 2085
N. Kummer, Kelowna
'Lot 7 Plan 2085
N. Kummer, Kelowna
'Lot 8 Plan 2085
Society f. Retardeci Children. 1380 Bertram 'Lot 35 Plan 2271
Societv f. Retarded Children. 1380 Bertram lLot 36 Plan 2271
:Lot A Pl21706
Schoof Distnct#23, Kelowna
J. Bauer. 1369 Bertram
Lot 13 Plan 2271
E.Schmidt, Oyama
i Lot 14 Plan 2271
L. Atwood, 650 Cawston
: Lot 17 plan 1037
G. Abbott. Kelowna
(Lot 18 Plan 1037
Lot 1 9:1/2EPlan 1 037
G. Abbott, Kelowna
Lot 1 9 Plan 1 037
C. Bechade. 1 036 Coronation
;Lot 20 Plan 1037
C. Bechade, 1036 Coronation
' Lot 21 Plan 1037
A. Rivers, 612 Cawston
'Lot 22 dan 1037
S. Ferauson. Kelowna
'Lot 23 Plan 1037
1 E. Fjetland, ~elowna
:Lot 25 Plan 1 037
P. Witherlv. Kelowna
;Lot 26 Plan 1037
P. Wambacher, Kelowna
L. Vidotto, Kelowna
: Lot 26 Plan 1 037
Pace Fumiture Mfa Corn. Richmond
, Lot 27 Plan 1 037
Pace Fumlure ~ f g c o ~ ~ ~ i c h r n o n d *Lot28 Plan 1037
'Lot 29 Plan 1037
Pace Fumiture Mfa Corn. Richmond
C. Williams, Vancouver
Lot 30 plan 1037
V. Tnioriri, Kelowna
:Lot 31 Plan 1037
G. Kabis, Kelowna
'Lot 32 Plan 1037
I Lot 33 Plan 1037
S. Pasztor, 587 Cormation
' Lot 37 Plan 1037
K. Henderson. 619 Coronation
i Lot 38 Plan 1037
S. Keller, 627 Comnation
M. Roberts. 643 Cornnation
1 Lot 40 Plan 1037
D. Staples & M. Rosenberg, Kelowna
:Lot 41 Plan 1037
i Lot 42 Plan 1037
G. Limb, 659 Coronation
P. Brown. 658 Coronation
i Lot 43 Plan 1037
l
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IB. Schleppe, Kelowns
H-~WO
~oronation
L, Atwood, Kelowna
C. Vewev. Kelawna
W. Matichuk, Kelowna
,J.Mackay, 608 Coronation
G. Funk, Langley
M-Martin, 590 Cormation
R. Wienberg, Kelowna
, G. Kabis. Kelowna
J. Vander Veen, 578 Cornnation
F. Pienko, 574 Coronation
J. Stolitz. 577 Clernent
L. Banana, 581 Clement
L. Banana. 581 Clernent
M Smletini. Kelowna
R. Couch, 615 Clement
J. Oegena, 623 Clement
M. Brown, Kelowna
G. Cam~bdI.Kelowna
G. ~ k e r &
a S. Cooney. 647 Clement
H. Chrzanowski. 657 Clement
M. Gantner. Kelowna
W. Fraser, 603 Clement
D. Ferrier, Vancouver
N. Thonoson. Kelowna
Condominium, 1385 Bertram
Columbian Centennial Housing Society
I

1

!Lot 44 plan 1037
1 Lot 45 plan 1037
1 Lot 46 Pian 1037
!Lot 47 Plan 1037
Lot 48 Plan 1037
flot49Plan1037
!lot 50 plan 1037
ilot 51 Plan 1037
JLot52 Plan 1037
{ l o t 53 Plan 1037
Lot 54 P
!Lot 55 P
!Lot 56 P an 1037
j Lot 57 P an 1037
'Lot 58 P an 1037
:Lot 59 P an 1037
i10t63 P an 1037
iLot 64 P an 1037
i Lot 65 P an 1037
:Lot 66 P an 1037
I Lot 67 P 'an 1037
I L O ~ 68 P :an1037
1 Lot 1 Pli n11327
Lot 2 Plan 11327
I Lot 1 Plan 8475
1 Lot 2 Plan 8475
' Lot 1-27 Plan k811
Lot A Pl32681$1 -42
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Source: BC Assessment, Odober, 1996
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1653 East Main Street
Rochester. NY 14609 USA
Phone: 71W82-0300
Fax: 716R88-5989

